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The theoretical results availabTe for the i,nte,rpretatio~ of the dynamic scattering from polymer soJu- 
tions have been re,examined. The scattering law S~/, t) is formulated using the eigenfunction expan- 
sion method and the linear response theory. All previously known exact expressions of S(q, t) for a 
single unperturbed Gaussian cl~ain have been re-derived using the first method to demonstrate the 
interrelationships among the various approaches to calculation of S(q, t). The results are cast into 
new forms which, in many cases, are more convenient for both numerical and analytical discussions. 
The ~nfi~i~e ~hain results are obtained from the exact closed expression of S(q, t) for ring polymers 
as a special .case as N ~ oo. Questions like the effect of the draining parameter on the shape of S(q, t), 
the positive definiteness of the diffusion tensor, and the possibility of measuring the eigenvalue of the 
first internal mode through light scattering, have been included in the discussions. 

A new method has been proposed for the interpretation of the dynamic scattering experiments in 
terms of the initial slope, ,Q,, of In S(q, t). The quantity ~ can also be identified as the first cumulant 
ofS(q, t). The advantage of this method is that ~Q(q) can be calculated for all q values as a function 
of temperature and concentration by combining the linear response theory and the blob model of 
chain statistics. Consequently, one is not restricted to the asymptotic small- and intermediate-q re- 
gions in order to interpret the scattering experiments. The analytical and numerical results giving 
~2(q) under various conditions have been presented. Using infinite chain results it is shown that 
acts as a characteristic frequency in the sense that in both the small- and intermediate-q regions, 
In S(q, t) can be scaled to a q-independent shape function when time is expressed as ~,t. This property 
facilitates the measurement of ~ from S(q, t)-data using a known shape function. The feasibility of 
the method has been demonstrated using light scattering data on polystyrene in toluene in the transi- 
tion region between small-and intermediate q-regions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Quasi-elastic neutron and light scattering experiments 
on polymer solutions have been used increasingly in 
recent years to study polymer solution dynamics 1. In 
these experiments one measures the intermediate 
scattering function S(q,t) as a function of time t for 
different values of the momentum transfer, q. The 
measurement of S(q,t) directly by neutron scattering 
has been possible only very recently with the appli- 
cation of the spin-echo technique 2. 

Interpretation of such scattering experiments re- 
quires, ideally, a theory that can predict S(q,t) as a 
function of t and q under actual experimental con- 
ditions, which are characterized by the temperature 
and concentration of the solution, and by a chain 
model consistent with the chemical structure of the 
polymer. Unfortunately, exact expression of S(q,t) is 
available, at present, only for a single unperturbed (0- 
condition) Gaussian chain without hydrodynamic 
interaction (Rouse model), and in the infinite chain 
limit, with hydrodynamic interaction and preaveraged 
Oseen tensor (Rouse~imm model). In this sense, a 
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complete interpretation of dynamic scattering experi- 
ments on polymer solutions is an unsolved problem. 

Some progress has been possible via knowledge of 
the asymptotic behaviour of S(q,t) for large and small 
times, and in certain ranges of q-values. It is known 
that S(q,t) decays exponentially after large times with a 
decay constant, Dq 2 where D is the diffusion coef- 
ficient of the polymer as a whole. Hence, D is de- 
termined readily by fitting an exponential function to 
S(q,t)-data for sufficiently large t. This procedure is 
workable only when qR o ~ 1, where R o is the radius of 
gyration of the polymer. When this condition is not 
satisfied S(q,t) decays below the noise level before the 
asymptotic exponential behaviour is reached. This is 
due to the contribution of the internal modes to the 
relaxation of S(q,t) during the experiment. One may 
extend the q-range of the above procedure to larger q- 
values by representing S(q,t) as superposition of two 
exponentials to take into account the effect of the most 
slowly decaying internal mode, as suggested by 
Pecora 3'4. However, one finds that the range of q- 
values and the time interval in which only the first 
internal mode is important are very narrow, as we will 
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demonstrate below. The effect of the internal modes 
during the experiment becomes important all at once 
when~qRg,~2-3 and thus makes the measurement of 
the decay constant of the first internal mode very 
inaccurate, if not impossible. 

In the intermediate q-region defined by qR 9 >> 1 and 
qa~ 1, where a is the statistical segment length, the 
relaxation of S(q,t) is determined by all the internal 
modes collectively. Using an unperturbed single 
Gaussian chain model, de Gennes 5, and Dubois-Voilette 
and de Gennes 6 showed that S(q,t) can be expressed 
as a function of a single variable ~ = f~(q)t in the double 
limit of qa~O and q R g ~ .  They referred to the 
scaling factor, f~(q), as 'characteristic frequency', and 
found that ~(q)~q3 in the Zimm limit. This property 
of S(q,t) has been used to interpret scattering experi- 
ments 2'7 in the intermediate q-region by fitting the 
shape function, calculated for the unperturbed 
Gaussian chain, to S(q,t)-data, obtaining f~(q) as 
function of q, and representing ~(q) by a power law q" 
to see whether the exponent ~ deviates from the 
theoretical value 3. One difficulty with this procedure 
is that the conditions qa ~ 1 and qRg>> 1 are usually 
not strictly satisfied in an experiment. In the small- 
and large-q ends of this interval, the molecular and 
segmental diffusion effects, respectively, become 
increasingly important. In addition, S(q,t) displays, as a 
function of time, a crossover from Rouse-like be- 
haviour to Zimm-like behaviour at a finite time. This 
cross over time is inversely proportional to 
[(~o/tloa)/qa] 4 where (~ofilo a) is the draining parameter, 
40 is the friction coefficient per monomer, and ~/0 is the 
viscosity of the solvent. Although the Zimm behaviour 
is always reached asymptotically after sufficiently long 
times, it may not always be attained before S(q,t) 
decays below the noise level during an experiment. 
One final difficulty with the above approach is that the 
characteristic frequency, obtained in an experiment in 
which the conditions qa ~ 1 and qRg ~ 1 are not quite 
satisfied, does not have to obey strictly a simple q3_ 
power law as predicted by the asymptotic theory. 

In this paper we propose an alternative method for 
the interpretation of scattering experiments in terms of 
the initial slope fl(q) of the normalized intermediate 
scattering function .Y(q,t) =- S(q,t)/S(q,O), and a q- 
dependent shape function fir,q). The initial slope is 
defined by: 

f2 (q ) -  - l im d Y(q,t)/dt (1) 
t ~ O  

The short times involved in this definition are larger 
than the memory times of the solvent. We anticipate 
that the dynamics of the chain will be governed by a 
diffusion equation in which the solvent effects are 
averaged out. 

The shape function is introduced through: 

J (q , t  ) - exp[ f  (f~t,q)] 

Clearly, f(O,q) = 0  and 

df(~ ,q)  
~=° = - 1  

The dependence of the shape function on q and other 
parameters is more explicitly displayed as 
f[T,qa,qRg,(~o/rloa)]. We write it as f(r,q) for brevity. 

In the small- and large-q limits, f(r,q) behaves as 
f(z,q),,~ -~,  since Y(q, t)  decays exponentially in 
these q-ranges. In the mathematical limit of qa--,O and 
q R g ~ ,  it becomes a function of ~ only, and f~ 
coincides with the characteristic frequency introduced 
by Dubois-Voilette and de Gennes 6 as we will de- 
monstrate in this paper. 

One of the merits of the present approach is that the 
initial slope f~(q) is calculable for all values of q as a 
function of temperature and concentration, in terms of 
the 'blob' model of chain statistics 8'9. Thus, in an 
experiment, one is no longer restricted only to narrow 
asymptotic q-regions and dilute solutions at 0- 
condition. The main difficulty with this method, 
however, is that the initial slope is hard to measure in 
the intermediate q-range. We avoid this difficulty by 
providing the shape function fir,q) as a function of r 
for several values of q in this as well as other q-regions, 
and for a few values of the draining parameter (~o/qoa). 
By comparing these theoretical shape functions with 
the experimental In Y(q,t) one can determine simul- 
taneously both the initial slope f~(q) and the statistical 
segment length a, or the radius of gyration, Rg, de- 
pending on the range of q-values involved. The expe- 
rimental f~(q) can thus be compared with its theoretical 
expression that includes concentration and temperature 
effects. The tacit assumption in this procedure, as well 
as those used earlier, is that the shape function is less 
sensitive to temperature and concentration effects than 
the initial slope, so that it can be approximated by its 
expression for a single Gaussian chain in 0-condition. 

In this paper, we present the theory for various 
formulations of the scattering function Y(q,t). We 
then reproduce the exact expressions of Y(q , t )  for 
simple chain models, which are used later in the 
numerical calculation of the shape function. Next we 
calculate directly the initial slope f~(q) for various 
chain models and experimental conditions. Finally we 
explain a procedure for the interpretation of scattering 
experiments using the above results, with application 
to real light scattering data on polystyrene in toluene. 

We include a great deal of known theoretical results, 
but this is necessary both to put our method of 
interpretation of .Y(q,t) in a correct perspective, and 
to point out the interrelationships among these 
approaches, with comments on the limitations and 
validity of the theoretical results available for the 
interpretation of scattering experiments. There are 
novelties in the derivation and presentation of the 
existing and other results. 

THEORY 

General formulation 
We consider N monomers imbedded in a solution of 

volume V. The monomers are treated as material 
points, and their positions are denoted by R i. The set 
of numbers {R1, ..., RN} determine a state of the 
solution. Due to possible constraints in the relative 
positions of the monomers, a state of the solution may 
be characterized by a reduced set of variables {F1, F 2, 
...} which will be denoted collectively by a vector r .  
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We are interested in the calculation of the in- 
termediate scattering function S(q,t) in such a system. 
It is defined in terms of the two-time correlation 
function of the monomer density in the q-Fourier 
space. The monomer density is defined as: 

p(r) = ~,ajexp [ iq.  R~{IF)] 
J 

where aj is the scattering length of the j th monomer. 
The aj will be taken to be zero if the j th monomer 
does not participate in scattering. It will be non-zero 
only for the labelled monomers. The S(q,t) is defined 
explicitly by: 

S(q,t) = Idroldrp(ro)p*(r)o(ro,o;r,t) (2) 

where @(ro,0;r,t) is the joint probability of finding the 
monomers in the state IFo at t = 0, and in IF at time t. 
We assume that ~b as a function of r and t satisfies the 
following dynamical equation 1°'~ 1: 

O¢/Ot = . ~ 0  (3) 

self-adjoint with respect to this scalar product, i.e., 
(A,  . ~ B ) = _ ( . ~ A , B ) .  We note that . ~  = . ~  + 
where . ~  + is the adjoint of _~ in the conventional 
sense, i.e. (.~+A,B)=--(A, _~B), in which the scalar 
product implies integration without the weight- 
function, ~b o. 

We shall present two formal approaches to the 
calculation of S(q,t) through (6) and (7). 

Eigenfunction expansion 
Consider the eigenvalue problem13'14: 

Sev.= w.v. (8) 

The eigenvalues w. are all real because . ~  is as- 
sumed to be self-adjoint. We further require . ~  to be 
semi-positive definite, i.e. (A, -~A).i>0, so that w. are 
necessarily non-negative. The eigenfunctions v.(r) are 
orthonormalized as (Vn,Vm)=6.,m. The subscript n 
stands for the set of all the numbers that characterize 
an eigenstate. 

S(q,t) is expanded formally as: 

with the initial condition ¢ ( 0 ) - - 6 ( r 0 -  r)¢o(r), where 
~bo(r ) is the equilibrium distribution function and 
satisfies - ~ o  =0. The symbol . ~  in (3) denotes a 
linear, time-independent operator, operating on I'. 
Explicit forms of . ~  will be presented when specific 
model problems are discussed. Generalization of the 
dynamical equations in which . ~  is time-dependent, 
and operates both on t and r ,  is possible, and may be 
required to take into account memory effects in the 
solvent. In this study we restrict ourselves to time- 
independent dynamical operators only. 

The formal solution of (3) is: 

~k(t) = expLt . ~  ]¢(0) 

Substituting ¢(t) in (2) and performing ro-integration, 
on finds: 

S(q,t) = ~,e- w"l< v.,p >12 (9) 
n 

The characteristic frequency f~(q), or the first cumulant 
of S(q,t), defined in (1), is related to w, by: 

f~(q) = S -  l(q,O) ~ w . l (  v.,p )12 (10) 
n 

Using w.l(v. ,p)[ 2 = ( p , v . ) w . ( v . , p )  = (p , v . ) ( v . ,  C.~p), 
we obtain: 

D.(q) = (p, . ~ p ) / < p , p )  (11) 

This result can be obtained directly from: 

S(q,t) = (p ,exp( -  t . ~ ) p )  (12) 

S(q,t) = ~dFp*(F)exp[t_~ ] [~ko(F)p(F)] 

We define a new operator . ~  through11'12: 

(4) by differentiation and using the definition of D. 
The eigenfunctions u. of . ~  are related to the 

eigenfunctions of . ~  by13: 

- ~  (~o A) - - ¢o -~ A (5) u .=¢oV . (13) 

where A(IF) is an arbitrary dynamical variable. Then 
(4) can be written as 

o r  

S(q,t) = ~dr¢o(r)p*(r)exp[- t . ~ ] p ( r )  

S(q,t) - (p,p(t) ) (6) 

where the time evolution of pit) is governed by the 
following equation of motion: 

~p/~t = -  .~  p (7) 

Note that the cornered bracket (A,B) denotes the 
scalar product of two dynamical variables A and B 
with a weight-function, ~o. We assume that . ~  is 

This relation follows from -~(~,oV.) = -~b o -~v.  = 
-W.OoV .. The eigenvalues of ..~ are - w . .  The 
eigenfunctions u. and v. form a bi-orthonormal set 
because (u,,v~) = < v.,Vm> = ~ .,,,. 

Linear response theory 1°'1~'1s 
By applying ZwanzigX6-Mori17 projection operator 

techniques to (7) one obtaines the following equation 
for S(q,t): 

t 

aS(q,t) 
f~(q)S(q,t) + tdu(p(q,u)S(q,t - u) (14) Ot qg 

0 

where •(q) is the characteristic frequency as defined 
in(ll), and go(q,t) is the memory kernel defined by: 

¢p(~/,t)=(.Q~p,e- '( '-P)-~(1-P) S p ) ( p , p )  - z (15) 
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Here P is the projection operator defined by its action 
on an arbitrary dynamical variable A: 

PA =_ ( A , p ) ( p p ) - ' p  (16) 

Note that the second term in (14) accounts for de- 
viation of the relaxation of S(q,t) from a pure exponen- 
tial decay that prevails for short times. 

Equation (14) provides a very convenient starting 
point for approximate calculation of S(q,t), when the 
eigenfunction expansion is not feasible, by applying the 
standard tools of the correlation analysis in simple 
liquids. For example, one may approximate ¢p(q,t) by 
using continued fraction expansion ~ s, mode-mode 
coupling theory ~9, perturbative techniques such as 
weak-coupling expansion and density expansion 2° etc. 
However, the application of such techniques is not a 
trivial task, and has not yet been fully explored in 
polymer solution dynamics. 

with 

W=(3/a2)Dm (23) 

The eigenvalues of (22) are obtained as: 

N 

W~=D,,K 2 + W ~  (mk +nk + Pk)lt k (24) 
k = 2  

where K = {K~, Ky, K~} denote continuous indices K~, 
Ky, K=, and m k, n k, pk=0,1,2 . . . .  We use the index n to 
denote collectively the set of numbers {K, ink, nk, Pk}" 

The normalized eigenfunctions of _~ are: 

N 

v.(¢ u) = (2r0 - 3/2exp( iK" ~ 1) 1-I Vmk(Xk)Vnk(Yk)Vpk(Zk) 
k = 2  

(25) 

with 

SPECIFIC MODEL CALCULATIONS 

S(q,t) without hydrodynamic interaction (Rouse Model) 

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of - ~  are 
exactly calculable for a single Gaussian chain when 
. ~  is chosen to be the Kirkwood-Riseman 2~ dif- 
fusion operator without hydrodynamic interaction. 
Since there are no constraints, Fj = R~. 
In this case, . ~  has the form 

N 

- ~  = -- Dr. ~ [Vj + V jingo ] • Vj (17) 
j = l  

where 

V jing0 o = - (3/a~)Ai,R, (18) 

Here, Ai~ are the elements of the nearest neighbour in- 
teraction matrix A_ and D m is the diffusion coefficient of a 
single monomer: 

Om=(knT/~o) (19) 

with kBTdenoting the temperature and Go the friction 
coefficient per segment. 

The eigenvalue problem .o-~v. = w.v. is solved ~4 by 
transforming to normal coordinates ~k through 

Rj = Qjkg, k (k,j = 1,2 ... . .  N) (20) 

where Q diagonalizes A 

Q- *A_Q= M_ (21) 

Here M is diagonal with elements #,, g2 ..... #N- The 
eigenv~lue #1 =0, and the corresponding eigenvector ¢1 
=(N)I/2R G where RG is the centre of mass of the 
polymer. In terms of the normal coordinates . ~  
reads: 

N 

= -- Z [Din V 2 -  W#k~k " V k ]  (22) 
k=l 

Vmk(Xk) = (2mkmk!) - 1/2Hmk[(3Pk/2a2)l/2Xk] (26) 

In equation (26), H.(X) denotes the Hermite polynomial 
of degree n, and ek = (Xk, Yk, Zk)" 

Choosing the x-axis parallel to q, and separating the 
centre of mass coordinate, we obtain S(q,t) from 
equation (9) as (see Appendix A): 

D - 2 t 7  co 
mq 2 S(q,t)=exp ~ [ ~ exp{-q,j)l(v. ,p)l  (27) 

Jm=O 

where 

N 

rl,, = W ~  mk# k (28) 
k=2 

and 

N r 2 2 N 2 +  2 q a ~,. [Qjk[ [Qtk[ l 
I<Vm'p>12 =J', ~= i exp L - -  ~ -  k --"~2 ~ k  j X 

N 1 F-2aZ, l • • -~k 
I-I ~ vI ~ Q J~ Q,~ + Q ~k Q,k) 

d k= 2 ' " k ' l  ~t"k 
(29) 

In equation (29) we allowed the transformation matrix 
Q to be complex. The index m in equations (27)-(29) 
denotes the set of integers m2, m3 . . . . .  raN. 

It is possible to express S(q,t) in a more compact 
form using equation (A5) in Appendix A, as: 

N -  2S(q,t) = exp( - D,~q 2tIN) ~ P,(q,t) (30) 
n=O 

where 

N 2 2 N 2 2 
p t,, t~- 1 X? ~'ex-[- q a X7 [Qsk[ + IQlkl 1 
nV'l, / -- ~"Zj,IZ~__ 11 }'L -- ~ k ~ 2  ii~ j X  

1 2 0 2  N , , n [q 

In fact, S(q,t) can be written in a closed form by 
performing the n-summation: 

(31) 
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( 2 a 2  N 1 
S(q,t)=exp[- D~,q2t/N] ~ e x p g -  ~ - ~  ~ --I-IQj~I 2 + IQ~kl 2 - 

j,t = a ( k = 2#k 

(QjkQ~R + Q*kQIR)exp(-- t W/~k)]} (32) 

Equations (31) and (32) were first obtained by Pecora a 
in 1965 by solving ~k =..~j~, directly using the method of 
characteristics 22. He obtained equation (31) by expand- 
ing (32). We have presented the above derivation 
through the eigenfunction expansion in order to 
demonstrate the interrelationship among these and 
other theoretical approaches. For example, equation 
(32) was also obtained by Shore and Zwanzig 23 more 
recently by solving ~k---.~4b with the method of 
cumulant expansion, in their study of dielectric 
relaxations. We will discuss equations (31) and (32) 
for closed and open chains separately. 

Closed chain 
In the case of a closed chain R~=Rj+N,and the 

interaction matrix A is symmetric and cyclic (or 
circulant). Such maniocs can be diagonalized in 
generaP *'23'24 by: 

1 2n 
Qjk =----~e~ xp[i~,~--  1)(k- 1)] 

x /N zv 
(33) 

In the special case of nearest neighbour interaction, the 
non-zero eigenvalues of A are known to be: 

2 k = 4sin2(nk/N); k = 1,2,..., N - 1 (34) 

We note that 2k=2N_ k SO that the eigenvalues 2 k are 
doubly degenerated in the case of a closed chain. Care 
must be exercised in approximating 2k by 40rk/N) 2 for 
large N, because the above property does not hold in 
this approximated form. 

Substitution of equations (33) and (34) into equa- 
tion (31) with 2 k =/z k + 1 yields: 

Pn(lC.,t ) =exp[-- t¢2(4/N2)k~__ i 2k l l × 

× tC2(4/N 2) ~ 2[  1cos 2rt e -wa-' (35) 
j,l=l "k k=~ \ / d 

where r=qRg and R2=a2N/12 for a closed chain. 
In order to  compare the relative importance of the 

various internal modes we calculated P,s explicitly for 
a few n. Po(r) is found as 

Po(x) ~- exp[ - x2/3] (36) 

using the indentity (see Appendix C, equation C5) 

I<v0 ........ O...ofl>12=Po(X)[(mk/2)l]-2[4r2/NZAk] m' (38) 

where k = 1, 2 . . . .  ( N -  1)/2, assuming for simplicity in 
notation that N is odd. In obtaining equation (38), we 
have made use of 2 k = AN_ k explicitly to remove the 
double degeneracy of the eigenvalues, so that a mode 
is now characterized by the set of occupation numbers 
{ml, m2 ..... raiN-w2}. The removal of the degeneracy is 
equivalent to redefining the expansion coefficients in 
equations (27) and (29) as: 

I% ........... O~ P>I 2= ~ I<Vo ...... ~,0 ...... N-k,...O' P>I 2' 
nk,nN - k = 0 

where nk + nN_ k = ink .  

In addition to these pure modes involving a single 
eigenvalue, 2k, there are mixed modes relaxing as exp 
[-W(Alml  +... + 2(~_l)/2m(N_w2)t]. These modes are 
included in P,(x,t). One finds from (35), by first replac- 
ing the k-summation by 2Z[~qw: to remove the 
degeneracy, 

( N ~ ~)/2 

P2(x,t) = Po(x) ~, [(4x2/N22k)exp(-- [,~kt)] 2 
k=l  

(39) 

Note that there are no mixed modes in P2(r,t). 
Approximating 2 k as 4(rck/N) 2 and keeping only k = 1 
mode that is dominant, we find: 

P2(t¢,~) ~ X2Po(r)exp[ - 2(z/X)] (40) 

where X =/ £2 / n2 ,  and z = (Dmq2/N)t, which expresses the 
time in units of e-folding time of the translational 
diffusion mode. P3(x,t) can be shown to be: 

ps(x,t ) = po(t~X41¢2 / N2)3 'l~ g)/2(~p2q~ p + q)- I 
p,q= I 

exp[ - W(2p + 2q + 2p + ~)t] (41) 

The dominant term is the one with p=q= 1, which 
decays with a decay constant (221 +22)W. Hence, 

Pa(r,z) ~ Po(x)(Xa/4)exp[ - 6(z/X)] (42) 

In summary, S(q,t) is presented by explicitly displaying 
the first three most slowly decaying terms, as follows: 

F 
N - 2 S(q,t) ~ e - "e- x2/3~ 1 + X2e - 2~lx + (X4/4)e_ 4,/x + 

X 3 X 3 

~- ( l+-9 - ) e -~ / x+ . . .  I (43) 

N-I  
sin- 2(nk/N) = (N 2 - 1)/3 (37) 

k=l  

We find without approximation, that Pl(X,t)=0. In fact, 
we can prove more generally, using equations (33) in (29), 
that the modes decaying as expl- - Wt2kmk] are zero when 
m k is odd. When m k is even, they contribute to S(q,t)/N 2 
with a coefficient 

where we also included the dominant terms in P4, and 
P6. Note that the decay rates of P6 and P3 are appro- 
ximately equal. 

Figure 1 compares the magnitudes of the first two 
modes: Po(x) and  P2(r,O)=-Pz(x), relative to the static 
structure factor P(x)=-S(q,O)/N z. The expression for P(x) 
for a closed chain is derived later in equation (47b). 
The relative magnitude of the remainder, i.e. R(x) 
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1.0 

O.9 

O.E 

(32) we obtain (see Appendix B): 

N-1S(q,t)=exp[-D.q2t/N][e-~o("+2Z=le-~, 'o I (44) 

where 

ct - q2a2/6 (45a) 

0 7  

O~ 

05 

O'~ 

I N-IF1- ,ps(t)= [ e ] ~ 2 ~  cos(2,tsk/S)j (45b) 

N-I  
(p~(O) = N -  1 ~, sin2(r~sk/N)sin - 2(xk/N) (45c) 

k = l  

or (see Appendix C, equation C3): 

q~=(O)=-Isl[1-(Isl/N)] (s=0, 1 . . . .  <N)  (45d) 

o.~ 

o ;  

In the derivation of equation (44) we assumed N to be 
odd, N = 2K + 1, for simplicity in writing. The initial 
slope, fl, defined by £~ = -dlnS(q,t)/dtlt=o is obtained 
from equation (44) as: 

O.1 
£~(q) = O~q2 / N p(x) (46) 

where P(x)= S(q,O)/N = is the static structure factor: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
K= qRg 

Figure I Comparison of the magnitudes of P0(K), ,a2(K) and the 
remainder, R(K) as a function of  ~ for  a ring polymer 

-= P (x ) -  [Po(x)+ P20¢)] ,  is also plotted. The first 
excited internal mode, P2(x), decaying as exp(-2210 
becomes equal to or larger than the diffusion mode 
Po(x) when r i> 3. But for such large values of x the 
remainder is larger than 1/3 of the total P(x). The most 
favourable range for observing P2(x) seems to be in the 
vicinity of x=2.5 where the remainder is about 10%, 
and P2(K) and P0(x) accounting respectively for about 
25 and 65% of the total. In order to investigate the 
relative importance of the internal modes, as a function 
of time, we plotted 5~(q,t) = S(q,t)/S(q,O) vs. z 
=(D,,q2/N)t in Figures 2a and 2b, for x=2.4  and 3.2 
using equation (43). The dotted curve represents the 
exact Y(q,t)  calculated from its closed form to be 
discussed next (ref equation 44). One observes in these 
Figures that (i) the time interval in which P2(x,t) is 
above the noise level [ g(q, t)~0-01] and yet still not 
too small as compared with Po(r~,t) is very narrow; and 
(ii) the contribution of the remainder R(x,t) is still 
significant in this time interval especially in Figure 2b. 
Since we do not have any a priori knowledge of the 
relative magnitudes of P2, Po and R as a function of 
time, as well as q, it appears to us that the measure- 
ment of the decay constant 221 of the first internal 
mode by representing .~'~(q,t) as superposition of two 
exponentials is at least very inaccurate, if not 
impossible. 

The closed form of S(q,t) given in equation (32) 
proves to be more convenient than eigenfunction 
expansion in studying the short time behaviour of 
S(q,t), which is influenced by all the internal modes 
collectively. Substituting equations (33) and (34) into 

P0¢) = N - i [ I+  2s~ e-'~'-vu) 1 (47a) 

When N ~, 1 so that ~( ,(1 but x 2 -  o~N/2 finite, we can 
approximate equation (47a) by replacing the s- 
summation by an integration as: 

P(K) =(x/~/~c)e -~/2 J d u e  "~ (47b) 
o 

We used equation (47b) in plotting P(~c) in Figure 1. 

a 

1.0 

/s(q, t)/S(q, o) 

/Po+P2+~+~ 

• I I i i i I 

b 
O 

jS (¢  t)/S(q,o) 

/po+ ~+,,:,3+~ 

).5 

N-3 162 

0 I 2 

=(omq2/N)r 

Figure 2 Decay in time of the normalized S(q, t) and the various 
internal modes for a ring polymer and two values of K 
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to 
c 

~g Polymer 

70 =1"0) 

W=2"O 
,a =3"0 

7Rg=2-03 

l,qg =1 74 

~0=6.0 

'16 

10'0 
=0"87 

5 0  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 
Q t--,,- 

Figure 3 Variation of the shape function In ~ ( q ,  t) with normalized 
time, D,t, for various values of q in the absence of hydrodynamic 
interaction (B = 0). Also shown is the variation of the initial slope 
~(q) with (qa) 

The dotted curve in Fioure 2, displaying the time 
dependence of the normalized scattering function 

g(q,t)-S(q,t)/S(q,O), was calculated from equations 
(44) and (47a) with N = 101. Fioure 3 displays the 
shape function J(Qt,q)-In Y(q,t) as a function of f~t 
for various values of qa or x = qR~ where Rg 
= a(N/12) 1/2. The initial slopes of all these curves are 
equal to - 1 .  The shape function tends to a straight 
line both when qRg~0.3 and qa>-15. They cluster 
around the curve corresponding to qa = 1 when qRg >>. 1 
but qa~ 2. These tendencies become more apparent as 
N increases. 

Fioure 3 also shows the variation of Q(q) with qa. It 
is noted that f~(q) tends to t )(q)= Dma2q 4 in the vicinity 
of qa ~ 1. 

The infinite chain limit of S(q,t) can be obtained 
from the following alternative expression of S(q,t) (see 
Appendix B): 

K 

N-  x S(q,t) = exp[ - C@o(t)] + 2 ~ exp[- 0~qq(t)] (48a) 
S = I  

where 

2Wt 

O~(t)=s + due-"  ~, L+Nk(U) 
0 

(48b) 

and I,(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of order 
n. Using the property I,(u)~O as n ~ o o  with fixed u, we 
find that only the k = 0  term contributes when N--.oo. 
Hence 

~b~(t) _~ s + f du e- =l,(u) 
0 

(49) 

We investigate the long chain limit of S(q,t) in detail in 
a later section. 

Open chain 
For an open Gausfian chain with nearest neighbour 

interaction, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 
interaction matrix A are known to be14'23'25: 

2 t/2 n . 1 k 1 

and 

2k=4 sin2(nk/2N) (51) 

We do not discuss the eigenfunction expansion of $(q,t) in 
this case because it has been discussed in detail by 
Pecora 3'4. We only mention for completeness that Po(x) 
and P2(x) can be obtained in the present notation by 
substituting equations (50) and (51) into (31) as: 

Po(X) = (n/x2)exp( - x2/6)[erf(x/2)] 2 (52) 

and 

/ / K ~  2 N - - l  1 _ 
P2(x , t )=4~)  e-2e/3 .~lp~e-'a%+~,)[F,+,(x ) + Fp_,(x)] 2 

(53) 

where p + q = even; and 

(54) 

This approximation is valid crudely when 4Wt<N. In these equations, eft(x) denotes the conventional 
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error function 26. It is noted that Pl(~C,t) is not zero in 
the case of an open chain, but it is small numerically 
compared with P2(K) as discussed by Pecora 4. In 
equations (52)-(54), x = qRg with R2=a2N/6. In com- 
paring the closed and open chain modes, one has to 
choose the radius of gyration to be the same in both 
cases, so that eigenvalues )'k given by equations (34) 
and (51) are identical for the same k. Since this implies 
Neto~ = 2No~,, the diffusion coefficient of the closed 
chain will be half of that of the open chain when they 
have the same R_. 

The structure [actor P(x) in the case of an open 
chain is~°: 

P(x)=N-I{1 +2(e = - 1)- 1[1 - N -  1(1 _e- , ) -1(1 
-e- 'U)]} 

(55) 

where ~x=q2a2/6. In the limit of ct,¢l and N ~'1 with 
fixed x2= ~N, equation (55) reduces to the Debye 
formula: 

P(x) = (2/x*Xe-~' + x2 _ 1) (56) 

which was used by Pecora 4 in comparing the relative 
magnitudes of Po(x), P2(x) and P(x). His conclusions 
with regard to the contribution of the first few internal 
modes in the case of open chains are essentially the 
same as those we obtained previously for closed 
chains. However, Pecora is more optimistic than us 
about the possibility of measuring the relaxation time 
of the first excited internal mode by representing the 
data as the superposition of two exponentials. Our 
conclusions are based not only on the relative magni- 
tudes of P2(x,O)/P(x) and R(x,O)/P(x) as considered by 
Pecora 4, but also on the variation of Pz(x,t)/P(x) and 
R(tc,t)/P(x) as a function of time. 

The closed form of S(q,t) for an open Gaussian chain 
is obtained by substituting equations (50) and (51) into 
(32). The result may be displayed in a compact form 
when N = 2K + 1, substituting j = K + 1 + r and l = K + 1 
+ s in (32) as 

Following the same procedure described in Appendix 
B, we can cast S(q,t) into the following form: 

2Wt 

O~ d u  e - u  
k = -~,~ 

o 

[ I r  +s + M(2k + I}(U) + lr-~ + zNk(U)] } (60) 

In the long chain limit equation (60) reduces to: 

214~ 

r {-~lr--sl--~f du e-UI,_s(u)t (61) S(q,t)= Z exp 
,r,s= - K  

0 

Comparing equations (61) and (48a) with (49), we find 
that the open and closed chain results become identical 
in the long chain limit, as expected. 

The identity implied in equation (59) can be ob- 
tained by comparing S(q,O) calculated from equation 
(57) and calculated directly as done in equation (55). It 
is interesting to note that equation (59) also follows 
directly from the identity displayed in equation (45) 
(see Appendix C). 

S(q,t) with hydrodynamic interaction (Rouse-Zimm 
model) 

Here we include the effect of hydrodynamic in- 
teractions in the formal calculation of S(q,t) in terms of 
preaverages Oseen tensor. We refer to this model as 
the Rouse-Zimm model. The dynamic operator 5 (  in 
this model isa*: 

N 

-~= - Dr. ~ [Vj - A~tR,]" HjmV" (62) 
j = l  

where Hi," are the elements of the Zimm matrix H: 

Hi,. = fit" + (1 - 3i,.X¢o/6nqo)< 1/Rj"> (63) 

and 

K 

S(q,t) = e x p [ -  D"q2t/N] ~ e x p [ -  ~0,,,(t)] (57) 
r,s = - K 

where 

<--1R~">=~(a 6/nlj-ml)~/2 (open chain) (64a) 

._. 1%~,'cos[(N + r + s)rrk/N] + cos[(r - s)rrk/N] r. _ e- 2wit, -co~=~/m] 
~0,,,(t) = ~o,,s(O ) + ~  ~__L, : ~ El 

(58) 

and 
1 N - 1  

tP'a(O) = N k ~  [cos[(N + 2r)nk/2N] 

- cos[(N + 2s)ltk/2N]] 2/1 - cos(nk/N) 

or (see Appendix C, equation C6) 

~p,,,(O) = Ir - sl, 

(59a) 

Irl, Isl = 0 ,  1, 2 . . . . .  K=(N-1)/2 (59b) 

(R~. )=l[6/~[j-ml(1-lJ~-~[)] '/2 (closed chain) 

(64b) 

In normal coordinates equation (62) is diagonalized 27 
a s "  

N 

= - Y~ v ~ E D " V ~ -  w u / . ~ ' v d  (65) 
k = l  
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where #k are again the eigenvalues of A_, and vk are the 
eigenvalues of I-I. Comparison of equa~on (65) with 
equation (22) sl:i-ows that the effect of the hydrody- 
namic interaction is equivalent to multiplying the 
eigenvalues of each mode in the free-draining limit 
(Rouse model) by Vk. Hence, the new eigenvalues of 

-~can be constructed as 

N 
w n = v, DmK 2 + W ~, ItkVk(mk + n k + Pk) (66) 

k=2 

The closed form of S(q,t) is obtained from equation 
(32) as: 

large N, so that: 

D 
kBT kBT 1 

ring= ~ o  +aqo(N)l/2 

which is a well-known result 2a. It is interesting to 
compare Dn~g with the diffusion coefficient of an open 
chain with the same radius of gyration, i.e. Nri~ 
= 2Nop~n. In the Zimm limit, where the Rouse term 
knT/N¢o is neglected, we find Dnng/Dopen=0"833, imply- 
ing that a ring polymer has a larger hydrodynamic 

S(q~t)=exp[-v1Dmq2t/N]j~=1exp~-ctk~21tk1[~Qjk~2 +~Qlk~2-(QjkQ* +Q~Qt~)exp(-tW~kvk)]} (67) 

It is observed from equations (32) and (67) that the 
introduction of the hydrodynamic interaction cor- 
responds to the rescaling of time for each normal 
mode by v k, i.e., t--~tv k. The eigenfunction expansion is 
then readily obtained from equation (27) as: 

S(q,t)=exp[-vxDmq2t/N] ~ e-""l(vm,p>l 2 (68a) 
m=O 

with 

N 
q~ - W ~ mk#kV k (68b) 

k=2 

In the case of ring polymers, the matrix H in equation 
(63) is cyclic and hence, its eigenvalues vkare known24: 

V k + , = l + B ~ [ n ( 1  n\7- ' /2  cos(2 .k/N) 

where B is the draining parameter: 

(69) 

B - (¢o/tloa)/rcx/6--nn (70) 

Furthermore, the transformation matrix Q~k is still 
given by equation (33) which diagonalizes any cyclic 
matrix. Therefore, the closed form of S(q,t) in the 
Rouse-Zimm limit is readily obtained by substituting 
equation (33) into (67) with N=2K + 1: 

N-1S(q,t)=exp[-vlDmq2tlN]Ie-'e°(o+ 2~=1e-'~'~° 1 

(71a) 

radius due to the increased equilibrium monomer 
density. 

The initial slope of S(q,t) can be calculated from 
equation (71) as: 

2 Dm N~_X_ fl~ (N7-~1)12[- / /  S \ 7 - 1 / 2  
D(q)=q +2B~,  l s l , - ~ ) j  

} , 2a, 
For large N, we replace the s-summation by an 
integral to obtain: 

Q(q) = q2 [DdNP(tc)] [ 1 + riB(N) 1/2e- ~2/4Io(x2/4)] 
(72b) 

where Io(x) is the modified Bessel function of zeroth 
order. P(x) in equations (72a) and (72b) is defined by 
equation (47). Burchard et al. 29 calculated f~(q) for a 
closed chain directly using equation (11) and without 
preaveraging Oseen tensor. 

Figure 4 shows the variation of Y(q,t) as a 
function of f~(q)t, as calculated from equations (71) and 
(72), for N = 101. We observe similar trends to those 
obtained without hydrodynamic interaction (Fioure 3). 
The eigenfunction expansion of S(q,t) in the Rouse- 
Zimm model immediately follows from equation (68) 
because the eigenfunctions v,, and the expansion 
coefficients I(v=,p)l 2 are identical in the Rouse and 
Rouse-Zimm models for a closed chain. An explicit 
form similar to equations (30) and (31) can easily be 
obtained by replacing t by tv k in the exponents of P,, 
and t by vlt in the first factor of equation (30). 

where 

tp~(t) = s(1 --~)+-~k~= l s \  2 ~  J.( 1--expE--2Wt(ll-cos(27rk/N)-C°S~-)Vk+']c°s(2zcks/N)t (71b) 

We note in passing that the translational diffusion 
coefficient for a ring polymer is Dring=(Dmvl/N) which 
follows from the first factor in equation (71). One can 
show, using equation (69), that vl = 1 + n B x / ~  for 

It is more difficult to reduce equation (67) to a 
simpler form in the case of an open chain because the 
transformation martix Q which simultaneously 
diagonalizes A and A=I-I=,and the eigenfunctions vm are 
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Qt--~ 

Figure 4 Variation of the shape function In ~ ( q ,  t) wi th normalized 
time, D,t, for  various values o f  q in the presence of hydrodynamic 
interaction (B = 0.38). Also shown is the variation of the initial 
s l o p e  D,(q) with (qa) 

not available analyUcally for open chains in the 
Rouse--Zimm model. However, an approximate 
expression can still be obtained using the Rouse 
eigenfunctions and transformation matrix in equations 
(67) and (68), as suggested by Zimm 27. 

The analysis of S(q,t) in the Rouse-Zimm limit is 
analytically possible in the long chain limit, for which 
the eigenvalues v k are known. Since the open and 
closed chains are identical in this limit we obtain S(q,t) 
in the infinite chain limit from the closed chain result 
given in equations (69) and (71) with N--* oo. The 
normalized intermediate scattering function Y (q,t) 
= S(q,t)/S(q,O) can be found as: 

Y(q,t)=[e-~°(')+2~=le-=~')l[1 +2  ~1e-=1-1(73)  

/t 

where q4(t)= s + 1 f d p a - e x p ( - i  -cosp°tpt)c°sps (74) 

% = 2 I4{ 1 - cosp)[ 1 + 2BZ(p)] (75) 

Z" " ~ cospn 
~p) ~-~ n2.~l ( n ~  2 - (76) 

10"0 

9"0 

8 0  

7 0  

ap 
= 2{ 1-cos p)[1 + 2 aZ(p)] 

D-55 

2"0 

1"5 

Y 1 5'0 - 1"0 

4"0 ~ _ 

0.5 

co C 0 5  p n  

0-0 Z(p) = Z ~4 V E o .o  

-1 .0  ~ 
0"4 0"8 1-2 1'6 2-0 2"4 2"8 

P 
Figure 5 The variation of Zimm eigenvalues, (~p, fo r  various values 
of the draining parameter B, in the case of an infinite chain 

Equation (74) is obtained from (71b), substituting 
(2rc/N)k = p. In obtaining equations (75) and (76) from 
equation (69) we must first express the n-summation as (N - 1)/2 
2 ~ , and then take the limit N--.oo. The 

n = l  

initial slope of equation (73) can be obtained either 
directly or as the limit of (72a) as N--* oo as: 

f~(q)=Dmq211 + 2Bs~l(s)l--~e-=lll + 2 s ~ l e - = l -  1 

(77) 

The result in equation (73) is valid for all q at all times 
in the case of coherent scattering from an infinite 
unperturbed Gaussian chain with preaveraged Oseen 
tensor. 

A remark about the sign of % is in order at this 
point. The variation of Z(p)as a function of p is shown 
in Figure 5. For small p, Z(p)--*(n/2p) 1/2, and for p =  n, 
Z(p)= [(2) 1/2-1]~(1/2) = -0"604 [~(x) is the zeta 
function]. We find that ~p changes sign when B = BM 
=0-827, which implies that the dynamical operator, 
. ~  , ceases to be positive definite when B > B u. It is 
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interesting to note that - ~  is a positive definite for B 
= 0.38, which corresponds to Flory's estimate 3° of the 
draining parameter (~o/rloa) as 5"2. In Figure 5, we 
have also plotted (%/I4') as a function of p for various 
values of B. It is observed that 0tp becomes doubly 
degenerate when 0"827/> B >0.6. This degeneracy does 
not occur when the Flory value of B is used. 

The non-positive definiteness of - ~  for large values 
of B was first pointed out by Zwanzig et al. 31. They 
attributed it to the point particle description of the 

monomers in the Oseen tensor approximation of 
hydrodynamic interactions. Ullman 32 discussed ways 
to remedy this situation. Peterlin and Fong 33 calcu- 
lated B M for finite chains. 

In Figures 6 and 7 we have plotted the variation of 
In ~(q,t)  as a function of ~(q)t in Rouse, and Rouse- 
Zimm models, respectively, using equations (73) and 
(77), for several values of qa. The calculated points are 
tabulated in Tables 1 and 2. We observe that the 
curves become asymptotic to a limiting curve for all qa 

O O 

-2 
C 

-3 

- 4  
O 2 4 6 8 10 12 

~ t  

Figure 6 The variation of the shape function, In ~ ( q ,  t) with nor- 
realized time, ~Zt, fo r  various values of  qa in the case of  an infinite 
chain wi thout hydrodynamic interaction 

- I  

Rouse-Zimm t im i t : 8=0 -36  
NO. qe 
I 02 ,0 -3 ,0 .5 ,1 .0  
2 2-0 
3 3"0 
4 4 "0  
5 5-0 
6 6"0 
7 1 0 0  

- 2  
¢ -  

-3[ 
Stop¢ = - I  

- 4  , v 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Q t  

Figure 7 The variation of the shape function, In,j~'(q, t) wi th nor- 
malized time, gZt, for  various values of qa in the case of  an infinite 
chain with hydrodynamic interaction 

Table I -Ln ~ ( q ,  t) versus ~ t  fo r  various values of qa in the long chain limit (N --* =0) and in the absence of hydrodynamic interaction (Rouse 
limit) 

qa 
0.24 0.30 0.50 1 2 3 4 6 10 

~ t  

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0.25 0.165 0.165 0.165 0.166 0.182 0.214 0.234 0.245 0.248 
0.50 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.291 0.314 0.38 0.439 0.475 0.493 
1. O0 0.496 0.496 0.496 0.498 0.529 0.637 0.784 0.918 0.971 
1.25 0.587 0.587 0.587 0.588 0.623 0.745 0.931 0.121 1.245 
1.50 0.671 0.671 0.671 0,673 0.710 0.844 1.066 1.317 1.436 
2 0.826 0.826 0.826 0.828 0.870 1.025 1.306 1.695 1.887 
2.5 0.968 0.868 0.968 0.970 1.017 1.188 1.516 2.046 2.326 
3 1.1 O0 1.1 O0 1.099 1.102 1.152 1.338 1.705 2.368 2.753 
3.5 1.223 1.223 1.223 1.225 1.278 1.478 1.879 2.670 3.169 
4 1.340 1.340 1.339 1.342 1.398 1.61 2,04 1 2.955 3.573 
4.5 1.450 1.451 1.451 1.453 1.511 1.735 2.193 3.219 3.967 
5 1.557 1.557 1.556 1.559 1.620 1.854 2.337 3.469 4.351 
6 1.757 1.757 1.756 1.759 1.824 2.078 2.605 3.931 5.090 
7 1.943 1.944 1.943 1.945 2.014 2.286 2.853 4.349 5.793 
8 2.120 2.119 2.118 2.120 2,193 2,481 3.085 4.729 6.463 
9 2.285 2.285 2.285 2.287 2.363 2.666 3.303 5.083 7.106 

10 2.443 2.443 2.443 2.445 2.525 2.842 3.510 5.412 7.706 
11 2,596 2.596 2.595 2.597 2.680 3.011 3.708 5.721 -- 
12 2.741 2,741 2.741 2.743 2.828 3.172 3.898 - -- 
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1. For qa 9 7  they tend to a straight line with a slope 
= - 1, in the time range of computations, i.e. fit ~4 .  
The point here is that this time range covers the time 
intervals relevant to an experiment because, for larger 
times, _~(q,t) decays below the noise level. For 
example, when In Y(q, t )~ -4 ,  Y(q,t) is already 
smaller than 2%. The behaviour of Y(q,t) outside the 
experimental time range is of interest mainly from a 
theoretical point of view. We discuss the behaviour of 
~9 ~ (q,t) for times f~t > 4 later. 

In plotting the curves in Fioure 7, corresponding to 
the Rouse-Zimm model, we used B=0.38 which is the 
Flory value for the draining parameter. The effect of B 
on the shape function will also be discussed later. 

4symptotic behaviour of  Y(q,t) 
The form of Y(q,t) in the intermediate q-region 

where qa ~ 1 and qRg >> 1, can be obtained easily 
from equation (73) in the limit qa~O. The limit N ~  
has already been taken in equation (73). Replacing s 
and n-summations in equation (73) by integrations, 
taking ~ 0 ,  and considering the small-p contribution 
to the integral in equation (74), we obtain, in the 
Rouse model with B = 0, the following expression: 

where 

oo 

f du e x p [ - u - x / ~ -  g(u/x/~)] (78) 
0 

oo 

. .  2(" cosxu 
g(u)-~-J d x ~ [ 1  - exp( - x2)] 

o 

(79) 

The initial slope in this limit follows from equation (77) 
as: 

~(q) -- ~2 ksT/~o)q'a 2 (80) 

This result was first obtained by de Gennes s in 1967. 
The following observations are important for our later 
discussions: 

(i) Y(q,t) is expressed in the intermediate q-region 
as a function of a single variable, D~q)t, which com- 
bines both q and t. When time is scaled as r = f~(q)t, a 
universal curve as a function of ~ is obtained for all q 
values in this q region. This conclusion justifies the 
interpretation of f~(q) as a characteristic frequency in 
the sense of dynamic scaling. 

(ii) fl(q) is the initial slope of Y(q,t) at t =0.  
(iii) The q dependence of f~(q) follows a power law in 

the intermediate q-region (see equation 80). 
(iv) For large times: 

J ( q , t ) ~ e x p [ - ( 2 / x / ~ X ~ t )  1/2] (81) 

where we have used g(0)= 2 /x /~  
By replacing the n-summation in equation (76) by 

integration, and considering the small-p limit of Z(p), 
we obtain in the Rouse-Zimm model (B @ 0): 

o0 

Y(q,t) = f d. exp{ - u -(f~t)2/3h[u(f~t)- 2/3]} (82) 
0 
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(82) being slightly larger. This discrepancy is probably 
due to the computational inaccuracies. 

These two limiting cases actually follow from a more 
general expression for Y(q,t) in the intermediate q 
region: 

go 

J(q , t )  = fdu exp[ - u -  J(u,f~t,B/x/~)] (86a) 

o 

where 

00 

cos u 
J(u,Qt, B - dx x--~-z--{1 - 

o 

(86b) 

where 

GO 

h(u)=2f  dx x___~z__[lCOSXU _exp(_x3/Z/x/~)] 

o 

(83) 

This expression is derived from equation (73) in the 
limit of cto0 but (B/x/~) finite, in order to discuss the 
effect of B, the draining parameter, on the shape of 

Y(q,t). The corresponding f~(q) are easily obtained 
from equation (72b) with x ~ :  

The initial slope follows either from equation (77) or 
(72b) as: 

1 4 2 f~(q) = 1-~2 knT/~o)q a [1 + (2x/~-B/x/~)] (87) 

f~(q) = ~-(n ksT/qo)q a (84) 

These results were first obtained by Dubois-Violette 
and de Gennes 6 in 1967. The observations (i)-(iii) are 
also valid in this case. The long time behavior of 

g(q , t )  follows from equation (82) as: 

g(q,t)-~ exp[ - l'35(flt) 2/a] (85) 

where (22/3/r0F(1/3)-1"35 has been used. Here F(x) is 
the gamma function, and 

go 

f dx(1 - e - x')/x a = (1/2)F(1/3) 

o 

In order to see how quickly the asymptotic time 
behaviour of Y(q,t)  given in equations (81) and (85) are 
attained, we have plotted l o g [ - l n  g(q , t ) ]  vs. log f~(q)t 
in Figure 8 for qa=0.3. We observe that the asymptotic 
region is not reached in the experimental time range, i.e. 
f~t <~ 10. This implies that the exponents, which might be 
obtained by representing the experimental data 
by straight lines in the log-log plot, will be 
larger than the theoretical value 2/3 in the Rouse-Zimm 
case, and 1/2 in the Rouse limit. 

We calculated .Y(q,t) from equation (78) which 
represents the asymptotic behaviour in the intermediate 
q-region and Rouse limit. The calculated points coincided 
exactly with the curve corresponding to qa ~< 1 in Figure 6. 
In the Rouse-Zimm case, we calculated Y(q, t)  using 
equation (82), and compared calculated points with the 
curve corresponding to qa ~< 1 in Figure 7. The results 
agree within 2~o or less, the estimates from equation 

It is observed that Y(q,t), in the intermediate q 
region, is of the form f l~t,B/x/~ ). The Rouse model 
(78) is recaptured from (86) with B = 0. The Zimm limit 
corresponds, according to (87) to qa ,¢2B(6~z) 1/2. Since 
B=0.38 when the Flory value for the draining para- 
meter zn = (~o/rloa)= 5.2 is used, this condition is 
satisfied when qa ~ 3.2. 

Equation (86) indicates that 5~(q,t) approaches the 
Zimm limit asymptotically from below as t ~ ,  even 
(B/v/~)2x/~ is not larger than unity. This follows from 
the fact that the main contribution to J(u,~t,B/x/~ ) 
comes from the small values of x in equation (86b) 
when t is large. The cross over time, t~, to the Zimm 
limit may be estimated qualitatively by equating the 
exponent in equation (86b) to unity when B(2n/o~x) u2 
= 1 holds. This leads to: 

f tc = (1 + 2x/ z)/8z2z" (88) 

where z = B/x/~. We deduce from equation (88) that 
f~t c varies from 0-09 to 17, which may be considered as 
the experimentally accessible time range, when B/x/~ 
changes from 1"0 to 0"2, respectively. If we choose 
=0.1 (qa~0.77) as a typical value for qa in the in- 
termediate q region, we find B~0.3 to B=0.06. Thus, 
the Zimm limit dominates in the time intervals of 
experimental interest when the Fiery value B = 0.38 is 
used. For times less than the cross over point, the 
behaviour of Y(q,t)  is determined by both Rouse 
and Zimm terms in the exponent of equation (86b). In 
general, the effect of B on the shape of Y(q,t), when 
it is expressed as a function of f2t, is such that g(q, t )  
increases with decreasing B, at a fixed Qt and qa (see 
Figure 9), from the Zimm value given by equation (82) 
to the Rouse value given by equation (78). 
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Wang 34 concluded from viscosity data that the 
draining parameter, B, may vary in the range 0"3 to 
0"5. In this region of values, the effect of B on the 
shape function appears to be too small for qa in the 
intermediate region to be of any practical significance. 
However, its effect is expected to be more pronounced 
when qa is in the vicinity of unity. Since the value of B 
is not known a priori at least with sufficient 
precision, it should be treated as an adjustable para- 
meter in the interpretation of neutron scattering data 
where its effect is expected to be more important (see 
Figures in refs 10 and 43). 

The asymptotic behaviour of Y(q,t)  for large 
values of q(qa >>1) may be approximated by: 

/,Cf(q,t) ~ exp[ - aCPo(t)] (89) 

which follows from equation (73) keeping the first term 
only. Since the other terms contain a factor e x p [ - a s ] ,  
they decay faster for large ~ than equation (89). q~o(t) is 
defined by equation (74). It should be noted that 

Y(q, t )  approaches Zimm behaviour and decays 
according to equation (85). After still larger times, it 
decays exponentially due to the translational diffusion. 
Depending on the q value, one or several of these 
decay modes dominate the behaviour of Y(q, t)  
during an experiment. 

DIRECT CALCULATION OF f~ 

General remarks 
It is possible to calculate f~(q) directly using equa- 

tion (11), when the dynamical operator, d ,  and the 
equilibrium distribution function ~b o are given, even in 
cases where we may not be able to determine ,Y(q,t) 
completely. The choice of S and q'o in a given 
application depends on the variables used to character- 
ize a state of the system, and on the model adopted to 
idealize the polymer. 

Let .~r be chosen as the Kirkwood's generalized 
diffusion operator 21. The adjoint of _~r is given by 12 

The explicit form of D ~t_ and qJo are not needed at this 
point. We assume tha--f Vj" _~; = 0. Then, .o~ has the 
property that, given two arbitrary A and B: 

N 
(A, -~  B>= ~ <VjA*.DJt.V,B) (91) 

j , l = l  

Using equation (91) in (11) yields: 

[ N ] I N  1-1 ~(q)= qq: ~ <eiqR"D_ jl> 2 < eiq'R~'> (92) 
j , l  = 1 - -  J k  J , l  = 1 J 

Equation (92) is the starting point in calculating f~(q) 
for various chain models characterized by ~'0, and for 
various models of the diffusion tensor. In this equation, 
the positions of the monomers, R~, are chosen as the 
variables to specify a state of the system, and ~b o is 
assumed to be a differentiable function of these vari- 
ables. Consequently, equation (92) is readily applicable 
to problems involving flexible chains. In the case of 
chains with constraints, which can be described with 
fewer reduced variables, we must start with a modified 
dynamical operator, .~, involving only the reduced 
variables to avoid singularities in Vjlnq, o. Once . ~  
and ~o in the reduced variables are agreed upon, we 
may proceed to calculate D~(q) using equation (i 1). 
Since this point was somewhat unclear in a recent 
note 35, we shall first consider scattering from a rigid 
rod to illustrate the application of equation (11) to 
polymers with constraints. 

Single chain problem 
Scattering from a rigid rod. A state of a rigid rod is 

specified by G and f~, which denote the centre of mass 
and the orientation of the rod. These are the reduced 
variables of the problem. The distribution function 
~(G,f~,t) is assumed to satisfy36: 

~t ----- (DTV26 - {~)/2)~t (93) 

where D r and O are the translational and rotational 
diffusion coefficients respectively, and 12 is the usual 
total angular momentum operator. The equilibrium 
distribution is uniform: ffo(G,f~)=(1/41tV) where Vis 
the volume of the system. Since ~b o is constant, the 
adjoint operator - ~ =  -..~(see equation 5). 

We assume that the rod contains N equidistant 
scattering centres with a separation b. The length of 
the rod is L = ( N - 1 ) b .  The density of scattering 
centres in Fourier space is: 

N 
p(G,f~) = e iq c ~ e,q. ab. (94) 

n=l 

where b, = I n - ( N +  1)/2b]. Substitution of equations (93) 
and (94) into equation (11) yields: 

~(q) = q2 O r+ O (P '~  P } 
<,P,P2 

(95) 

where the structure factor <p,p> can be calculated as 

N 
f = -  ~ [Vj+(V~lnqto) ] D Jl'Vl (90) 

1,1 = 1 
<p,p>  = (2l+ 1)1 ~, j , (qb. ) l  = (96) 

I=0 n=l 
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Equation (96) is obtained by expanding p into spheri- 
cal harmonics. Here jr(X) is the spherical Bessel func- 
tion of order I. Since ~Y~,=I(I+ 1)Y~,, we find f~ from 
equation (95) as: 

f~(q)=q2Dr+ 19/=ol( l+lX21+l) l  jz(qb.)l z (P,P)-~ 

(97) 

This result is identical to the initial slope of g (q , t )  
calculated directly by Pecora 36, using the eigenfunction 
expansion method. The rigid dumb-bell result follows 
from equations (96) and (97) with N = 2 and bl = - b / 2  
and b 2 = b/2 as: 

~(q) = q2Dr+ 19 x2[(1/3) --jl(X)/X] 
211 +jo(X)] 

(98) 

where x = qL. This result can also be obtained 
directly from equation (95) by calculating/-2p without 
expanding p into spherical harmonics. When the 
random Langevin forces Fj(t)j = 1,2, acting on each of 
the monomers of the dumb-bell are uncorrelated, the 
translational and rotational diffusion coefficients can 
be expressed in terms of the diffusion coefficient, D~ 
= ksT/~o, of a single monomer, as Dr=  D,~/2 and 
19 = 2D,JL 2. Then (98) reduces to: 

1 1 1 
~(q)=q2Dn,[~+~o(X)-~jl(x)l[l +jo(x)]- (99) 

When the Langevin forces are correlated, which is 
expected to be the case when the seperation of the 
monomers is less than the correlation length in the 
solvent, then Dr=  [Din + D J~2 and ® = 2[Din - D~]/..~ 2, 
where (Fj(t)Fkr(t')) =I2Djkb(t -- t'), D a a = D 2 2  = Drn, and 
D~2=D2x---De have been used a7. We 
deduce from equation (99) that fl(q)=(D~q2/2) as 
q .~--*0, and f~(q)=(5/6)D~q 2 as qL--,oo. We shall 
comment on these results below. 

Unperturbed Gaussian chain. (a) Without preaveraging 
Oseen tensor. Using equation (92), Akcasu and 
GuroP ° obtained the following expression for fl(q) (see 
equation 26 of this reference): 

with 

,ff~2(q)=-(1/2)[-a-1/2+(2+e-a)exp(-e)f du exp(u2)l 

0 

(101b) 

In the small and large-q limits, equation (100) yields, 
respectively, f~(q)=(D,~q2/2)(1 +B), and f~(q)=D,,q 2. At 
ot = 1 (qa ,.~ 2"45), which may be considered as a typical 
value in the intermediate q-region, one obtains ~(q) 
= D,,q2(1 + 0.460B)/1.368. 

For analytical discussions of f~(q) when N is large, it 
is convenient to replace the summation in (100) by an 
integration, and use: 

~2 J x 1 

~"N(q)=fdx(1- f fT~[(2+l )e -Xf  du e"2-~7~l 
a 0 

(102) 

In the small-q limit where x2,~ 1, equations (102) and 
(100) yield: 

~(q)=(q2Om/N)[1 + (8/3)Bx/~] (103) 

The Zimm limit corresponds to the second term, i.e.: 

f~( q) = 0"195(k 8 T/r l oax/~)q2 (104) 

which is a well-known result 14. In the intermediate-q 
region where x2>> 1 and a ~1, we can show with a = 0 
and x 2 ~ oo that ~ = nx/~/2. Hence, f~(q) becomes 

f~(q) = q2D,,(ot/2)[1 + (3nx/~/4)B/x//~] (105) 

which, in the Zimm limit, yields 

f~( q) = # k n T/rl o)q3 (106) 

It is noted that the factor (1/16)=0.0625 in equation 
(106) was previously estimated as 0"055 by Akcasu and 
Gurol 1° (see equation 36) by approximating the 

~(q)=q2Dml 1 q-2~3 B ~,--N(q)]{l + 2(e,_l)_l[l_(l_e_~2)N_l(l_e_,)_l]}_ 1 (lOOa) 

where as before, " 2 ~2D2 = q  1'0 and ct =q2a2/6, and: 

Xn 
N-I/ n N~ 1- -4-(2-sL-xn-m)exp(-X2)f exp(u2)l (100b) J u ( q ) - ~  ~ , ~ I - ~ ) x : e L - x ; '  du 

0 

Here X 2= n~. 

We first calculate f~(q) for a flexible dumb-bell in the 
presence of hydrodynamic interactions as a special case 
of equation (100) with N = 2 .  The result is: 

f~(q)=[qeD,n(1 +e-~)-x] [1  +(3/2)(B/xf~ ) S~2(q)] (101a) 

Dawson integral in equation (102) by its series expan- 
sion. The exact factor in (106) was first calculated by 
Stockmayer 38. 

In the large-q limit both ~ >> 1 and xz>> 1 so that 
~"N(q)~0 and f2(q)= Dmq 2, representing the diffusion 

of a single monomer. 
(b) Preaveraging the Oseen tensor. The calculation 

of O(q) is greatly simplified if one replaces the diffusion 
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matrix D__ J' in (92) by its preaveraged form. In this case, 
equation (92) reduces to: 

r 1[ ] -1 n(q)= ~, (e'q'",,)(D_J'):q.q ~ (e~'R,,) 
L j , I  = 1 - -  j ,  

For a Gaussian chain (D_ jr) is known to bel4: 

B ] I 
(D_ Jr) = D~. 6jl + (1 - 3st)x/lj _/IJ = (108) 

Substitution of equation (108) into (107) yields an 
expression for f~(q) similar to (100), in which J-u(q) 
now reads: 

N-I n 1 
~ ( q )  = (4,¢/~/3) ~ ( 1 - ~ ) - ~ e x p ( -  ne) 

,= 1 x / n  (109) 

Unperturbed freely jointed chains. In order to include 
stiffness into the model, Akcasu and Higgins 43 calcu- 
lated f~(q) for a freely jointed chain, again starting from 
equation (92). Except for some slight changes in 
symbols, their result reads: 

['~(q) : q 2Dr-N+lmL~_I_t~ )//3 "~ 1/2B ,JiZ"N(t~)}[~--~ "t- 2 '~N(K)] - ' 

(111) 

where N is the number of bonds, x = qb and 

oo 

0 

(112) 

jo(x) r 1 j0(x) 1 - ~ ( x ! ]  (113) 
~ ( x ) =  l ~ i L  l-jots) 

The Gaussian dumb-bell result follows from equa- 
tions (101a) and (109) with ~q~2(q)=(2x/~/3) exp(-a). 
Comparison of the latter with (101) indicates that the 
use of the preaveraged Oseen tensor does not affect 
~(q) in the small (a < 1) and large-q regions. At a = 1 
(qa ~ 2"45) we find ~(q) = D,,q2(1 + 0.368B)/1.368 which 
is slightly smaller than the value obtained previously 
without preaveraging. 

When N >>1, ~'-u(q) in equation (109) can be 
approximated by an integral as 

K 2 

=4 1_ ± <~"N(q) 3 ! d x (  x2)x//- ~ exp(-x)  (110) 

which may be expressed in terms of incomplete gamma 
functions if desired. Comparing (110) and (102), and 
verifying YN(x--+0)=(16/9)x and ,~-N(0t-+oo)=0 in 
equation (110), we conclude that the preaveraging does 
not affect f~(q) in the small- and large-q regions. In the 
intermediate-q region, equation (110) yields, with ~--*0 
and ~2--+ oo, ,~'N(q)=4rd/2/3 so that we obtain, in the 
Zimm limit, f~(q)=(kBT/rlo)(1/6~)q 3. This result is 
identical to equation (84) which was obtained from the 
full expression of Y(q, t )  using the preaveraged Oseen 
tensor. Comparison with equation (106), however, 
shows that the preaveraging underestimates f~(q) by a 
factor of 0.848 in the intermediate-q region. This trend 
prevails for all q values in the transition region from 
the intermediate- to large-q values, becoming more 
pronounced when qa approaches unity, as shown by 
Akcasu and Gurol TM by computing f~(q) numerically 
using equations (100) and (109). 

Burchard and his coworkers calculated f~(q) using 
equation (92) for polydisperse linear chains a9, regular 
and polydisperse star-macromolecules 4°, randomly and 
non-randomly branched polycondensates 41 and 
randomly crosslinked chains 42. Recently, they also 
investigated the effect of preaveraging the Oseen tensor 
on f~(q) for branched polymers, and concluded that the 
error due to preaveraging may be as high as 40% in 
such polymers 42. 

In (111) we have not introduced the usual approxi- 
mation N + 1 ~ N for large N, as done in reference (43), 
because here we also wish to calculate f~(q) for a rigid 
dumb-bell as a special case of equation (111), with N 
= 1. The result is: 

f2(q) = q2D,,[1 +jo(t¢)]- 1 [1 + (3rc/8)ilZBqo(K)-- ~c- ljl(x)) ] 

(l14a) 

In the small-q limit (114a) yields f~(q)=(Dmq2/2)[l 
+(~/6)112B] which is slightly smaller than the value 
obtained for the Gaussian dumb-bell using (101). In 
the large-q limit f~(q)= D,~q 2, both for the rigid and 
Gaussian dumb-bells. However, this result is different 
from that obtained from equation (99), i.e. fl(q) 
= Dmq2(5/6), in which the bond constraint was in- 
troduced in the dynamical operator, -~, at the 
outset, This discrepancy has been pointed out recently 
in a note by Stockmayer et al. 35. We think that the 
introduction of the constraint in f at the outset, 
and including it at the end through qJo as the limit of a 
peaked intermonomer potential correspond to two 
different physical dynamical models, and thus yield 
two different results. In the former, the relaxation time, 
Tb ,  associated with bond-length variations [e.g. T b 
~(4o/K) when the interaction between monomers is 
represented by a harmonic potential with a spring 
constant K is assumed to be smaller than the cor- 
relation time, z, of the random Langevin forces acting 
on the beads. Hence, the results correspond to taking 
the limits Tb-+0 and z--+0, in this order. In the latter 
model, it is tacitly assumed that T b > z, and the results 
correspond to the limit z--+0 and then Tb--+0 at the 
end. Depending on the physical application, one may 
choose one of these two models. The predictions of 
these two models differ from each other appreciably 
only in the large-q region, where chain models for the 
real polymer, based on an effective bond length b and 
associated friction coefficient 4o per segment, e.g. 
freely-jointed chain model, are bound to fail eventually. 
Since b and 40 are two adjustable parameters in such 
models, the discrepancy mentioned above may be 
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Figure 10 The variation of the initial slope, ~(q), with (qa) under 
8-condition for various values of the draining parameter B, and two 
values of N. Note that the curves for different Bs and a fixed N 
coincide at small values of qa 

attributed to different choices of b and 4o in the 
interpretation of experiments in large-q regions. 

The variation of f~(q) with x when N >> 1 was in- 
vestigated by Akcasu and Higgins 41 for various values 
of the draining parameter (4o/~o a) using equations 
(111) and (112). In the small-q limit, we find Q(q) 
= D(N)q 2 where the diffusion coefficient D(N) is given 
by: 

o~ 

o,N,=o.N-'Ii+, f dx ,x, 1 
0 

(l14b) 

where n = [j-II and 42 = N~a 2. N~ is the number of 
monomers within a temperature blob, and is related to 
the reduced temperature "c = ( T -  O)/Tby N~--~ z- 2. The 
proportionality constant in the latter is not specified at 
this stage. The blob model implies that the excluded 
volume interaction becomes important only when the 
chemical distance n exceeds N~. The temperature effects 
are included in the calculation of f~(q) through N~. The 
diffusion tensor, D ~ must be averaged with respect to 
the above distribution function, i.e., 

I<D~'>=ID~F&~,+(1-6i,)B(U-ll)-'/2], ~-II<N~ 

=IDr, I-fjz+(1-3jt)BN~ -1/2 (Ij-ll)-~], [l'-lt >~ N, 

Substitution of equation (116) into (107) yields after 
replacing summations by integration (N>> 1): 

(116) 

~(q) = q2Dm[1 + 2(B/v/~) ~'(g,z)][1 + 2H(x,z)/g] -1 

(117a) 

where 

x/¢  2 

~(x,t) - f du(1 - u/x2)u- 1/2exp( - u) + 

~t 

~2  

( X K 2 ) v  - 1 /2  f du(1 - u/K2)u- ~exp[ - u 2 V ( x / £ 2 )  1 - 2 , ' ]  (117b) 

x ~  2 

and 

The integral in equation (114b) approaches to 
2.8931x/~ so that one obtains D(N) 
=0.195(knT/bqox/~ ) in the Zimm limit which is 
identical to the result equation (104) for a Gaussian 
chain. The freely jointed and Gaussian chain models 
predict different results mainly for large values of q 
where qb is in the vicinity of unity. For large values of 
q (qb>>l), equation (111) yields Q(q)=Dmq 2 as in the 
case of Gaussian chain, which corresponds to the 
diffusion of a single bead. 

Excluded volume effects. The excluded volume effects 
can be included in the calculation of ~(q) using the 
basic formulae (92) or (107). This was done by 
Benmouna and Akcasu 4a for a single chain with 
preaveraged Oseen tensor using equation (107). 
Calculation of Q(q) in the case of a single chain 
involves only the equilibrium distribution of the vector 
distance Ri~ between jth and lth monomers belonging 
to the same chain. Benmouna and Akcasu 44 approxi- 
mated the characteristic function of this distribution as 

exp I ~ - ~  < ]Rill2 > ] 

in which (IR,I 2 ) is modelled using the blob model of 
chain statistics ~,  i.e.: 

(IR,12)=na 2, for n<~N~ (l15a) 

=(n/N~)2~42 , for n>~N~ (115b) 

x~c 2 

H(x,z) = f du(1 - u/K2)e -u + 

O~ 

t~ 2 

f du(1 - u / t c 2 ) e x p [  - -  U 2 v ( X K 2 )  1 - 2 v - ]  

x j¢  2 

(117c) 

In these equations K 2 =  ctN, ~ = q2a2/6 and x =-NJN. 
Both G and H can be expressed in terms of incomplete 
gamma functions 44. The good and 0-solvent limits can 
both be obtained from (117) by letting x = N  -1 and x 
-- 1, respectively. In the latter case, we reproduce the 
results presented above. If we let v = 1/2 in (117), we 
again recapture the 0-solvent limit. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the variation of f~(q) as a 
function of (qa) for various values of the draining 
parameter, B, in 0-solvent and good solvent conditions, 
respectively. The curves are calculated using the 
original expression 44 for f~(q) before summations are 
replaced by integrals, rather than equation (117). The 
approximation of replacing summations by integrals 
results in slightly larger f~(q), but always less than 10%, 
the largest discrepancies occurring in the vicinity of qa 
= 1. The computer results are presented in Tables 3 
and 4. 

In the small-q limit, equation (117) yields the tem- 
perature dependence of the diffusion coefficient D(7) 
= lim ~(q)/q2: 

q ~ 0  
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0 4  

0.1 

% 

0.01 

OOO1 
OOO1 O-O1 O.1 

qa 

Figure f I The variation of the initial slope, O,(q) with (qa) in a 
good solvent for various values of the draining parameter B, and 
two values of N. Note that the curves for different Bs and a fixed 
N coincide at small values of qa 

Good Sotvent (Nz<--1)  B = O 3 S = O ~  

. . . . . . .  , J  i J l l l , , i ,  i ~ , l l l i H  1 , , , , , l l  

1 10 

Table 3 Normalized characteristic frequency ~2/q2(k B T__[.~ O) versus qa 
in 0 solvent (N r /> N) for various Z H =- (~o/~loa) = 7r~167r B 

qa 

ZH 
0 ~ 1.65~ 3n 

0.001 0.0001 0.00619 0.0101 0.0183 
0.002 0.0001 0.00619 0.0101 0.0184 
0.003 0.0001 0.0062 0.0101 0.0184 
0.004 0.0001 0.0062 0.0102 0.0184 
0.005 0.0001 0.0062 0.0102 0.0184 
0.006 0.0001 0.0062 0.0102 0.0185 
0.007 0.0001 0.0062 0,0102 0.0185 
0.008 0.0001 0.0063 0.0103 0.0186 
0.009 0.0001 0.0063 0.0103 0.0187 
0.01 0.0001 0.0063 0.0104 0.0187 
0.02 0.0001 0.0067 0.0110 0.020 
0.03 0.0001 0.0075 0.0122 0.022 
0.04 0.0002 0.0085 0.0138 0.025 
0.05 0.0003 0.0097 0.0158 0.028 
0.06 0.0004 0.0111 0.0181 0.033 
0.07 0.0005 0.0126 0.0205 0.037 
0.08 0.0006 0.0142 0.0231 0.041 
0.09 0.0007 0.0158 0.0257 0.046 
0.1 0.0009 0.0175 0.0283 0,051 
0.2 0.0034 0.0347 0.0550 0.097 
0.3 0.0075 0.0527 0.0820 0.143 
0.4 0.0134 0.0713 0.109 0.187 
0.5 0.0209 0.0904 0.135 0.230 
0.6 0.0300 0.110 0.162 0.270 
0.7 0.0409 0.130 0.188 0.309 
0.8 0,0533 0,151 0,215 0,347 
0,9 0.0675 0.173 0.241 0.383 
1 0.0832 0.195 0.267 0.418 
2 0.3220 0.447 0.528 0.696 
3 0.6350 0.713 0.764 0.869 
4 0.8700 0.899 0.918 0.958 
5 0.969 0.976 0.981 0.990 
6 0.995 0.996 0.997 0.998 
7 0,999 1.0 1.0 1.0 
8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

O(~=O(O~4x1/eI2(1-3)"F~(xV-'-l)-21~v(xv-l-x) 1 

(118) 

where D(O) denotes the diffusion coefficient at O- 
temperature, i.e.: 

D(O) = (8 /37 t~ /~ ) ( kBT /qoa~ /N )  (119) 

In both (118) and (119) we have ignored the Rouse 
term [see equations (103) and (104)]. 

In the good solvent limit D(7) becomes 

D(good) = [2/~x/6~(1 - v)(2 - v)](kBT/rloaN v) (120) 

Akcasu and Han 45 used equation (118) to define a 
temperature dependent hydrodynamic radius RH(7) as: 

R.( ~ = [k.T/6~tloD( ~] (121) 

They investigated the temperature dependence of the 
linear expansion factor, an(T)- R.(7)/Rn(0). The 
proportionality constant in N~= constant/~ 2 was 
determined from the data on ~s(7)- Rg(g)/Rg(0), where 
the temperature dependence of the radius of gyration 
Rg was obtained using the blob model, equation (115). 
They studied the variation of ~n(7) as a function of 
(NINe) that combines both the molecular weight and 
temperature dependences. Han 4~ used the above 
expression for R . ( ~  and Rg(7) 45 and calculated the 
intrinsic viscosity from [~/(~]/[q(0)] 
=RoZ(7)Rn(7)/RoZ(O)Rn(O) 4v as a function of (N/N~). He 
showed that the viscosity data agrees well with the 
theoretical predictions. 

Table 4 Normalized characteristic frequency ~2/q2(kBT/~ )o_Lversus qa 
in a good solvent (N T ~> 1) for various Z H = (~o/noa) = ~r~/67rB 

qa 

zl-t 
0 ~ 1.65= 3n 

0.001 0.0001 0.0033 0.0054 0.0097 
0.002 0.0001 0.0033 0.0054 0.0097 
0.003 0.0001 0.0033 0.0054 0.0098 
0.004 0.0001 0.0034 0.0055 0.0099 
0.005 0.0001 0.0034 0.0056 0.0100 
0.006 0.0001 0.0035 0.0057 0.0102 
0.007 0.0001 0.0035 0.0058 0.0104 
0.008 0.0001 0.0036 0.0059 0.0106 
0.009 0.0001 0.0037 0.0060 0.0109 
0.01 0.0001 0.0038 0.0062 0.0111 
0.02 0.0002 0.0053 0.0085 0.0154 
0.03 0.0004 0.0073 0.0117 0.0210 
0.04 0.0006 0.0094 0.0151 0.0270 
0.05 0.0008 0.0116 0.0186 0.0331 
0.06 0.00114 0.0138 0.0220 0.0391 
0.07 0.00146 0.0161 0.0255 0.0452 
0.08 0.00182 0.0183 0.0290 0.0512 
0.09 0.00220 0.0205 0.0324 0.0572 
0.1 0.00262 0.0228 0.0359 0.0631 
0.2 0.00821 0.0456 0.0669 o. 1204 
0.3 0.0161 0.0687 0.1029 0.1739 
0.4 0.0260 0.0921 0.1349 0.2241 
0.5 0.0376 0.1156 0.1662 0.2714 
0.6 0.0510 0.1394 0.1967 0.3159 
0.7 0.0659 0.1633 0.2265 0.3579 
0.8 0.0823 0.1875 0.2557 0.3976 
0.9 0.100 0.2148 0.2843 0.4351 
1 0.119 0.2364 0.3124 0.4705 
2 0.369 0.4904 0.5694 0.7338 
3 0,659 0.7336 0.7820 0.8830 
4 0.875 0.9032 0.9218 0.9600 
5 0.970 0.977 0.981 0.991 
6 0.995 0.996 0.997 0.998 
7 0.999 1.0 1.0 1.0 
8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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The intermediate q-values of f~(q) is obtained from 
equation (117) with ct~0 and/£2__, oo. Depending on 
the value of x/£ 2 =(q2~2/6) relative to unity either the 
first or second term dominates in equations (117b) and 
(117c). Thus, f~(q) displays a cross over behaviour at a 
temperature-dependent momentum transfer q*= 6~/2/~: 

f~(q) = 0"053 (kBT/tlo)q3; for q .~q* (123a) 

which yields the correct single chain diffusion coef- 
ficient in the zero concentration limit with x = 1: 

D(0) = [2/;tx/~-n(1 - v)(2 - v)][knT/qoaN ~] (127) 

This is, of course, identical to equation (120). In the 
semidilute region where N ~,N, >> 1, the second term in 
equation (125) dominates so that: 

and f~(q) = 0.071 (knT/qo)q 3, for q <q* (123b) 

In the good solvent limit, ~, = a, and q* is outside the 
intermediate q-region. Thus, equation (123b) represents 
the asymptotic behaviour of f~(q) in a good solvent for 
the intermediate values of q. In the case of non- 
preaveraged Oseen tensor, the coefficient 0.071 in (123 
b) becomes 0.079 as shown by Benmouna and Akcasu 
recentlyS 1. 

The large-q limit of (117) yields f~(q)=(ksT/¢o)q 2 
with ct~ov a n d / £ 2 ~ .  

Single labelled chains. Here we calculate ~(q) for a 
single labelled chain, such as a deuterated chain in the 
presence of protonated chains in a good solvent, as 
function of concentration. We use equation (107) in 
which the concentration dependence is introduced 
through the equilibrium distribution of Rjz using the 
blob model: 

(IR.I 2 ) =a2nZv; for n <~N c (124a) 

D(semidilute)=O'195[ksT/qo~cx/~] (128) 

which corresponds to the diffusion coefficient of a 
Gaussian chain with (N/N~) blobs each of size ~¢. 

In the intermediate q-range, the variation of Q(q) 
with q, as calculated from (125) with ~ = 0  and/£1/~ 
= 0% also shows 4s a crossover behaviour at q* =61/2~¢ 
in the intermediate q-range similar to that in the 
temperature case. Akcasu and Benmouna 4s discussed 
also the effect of screening of the hydrodynamic 
interaction on the q-dependence of f~(q). Since the 
dynamic operator, .~ ,  does not include the entangle- 
ment effects, the above results are not applicable to 
the cases where such effects are important. 

Scattering from identical chains 
In the cse of scattering from identical chains, the 

expression for l)(q) in equation (92) can be written 
as48: 

=(n/Nc)~" for n>~N¢ (124b) 

where ~¢=aN~..~e -3/4. Using equation (124) in (107) 
Akcasu and Benmouna 48 obtained f~(q) as follows: 

~(q) = qZDm[1 + 2B~{~- 1)/2~ ~'(/£,c)] [1 + 2~- 1/2~ a°/d'(/£,c)] - t 

where (125a) 
XKI/v K l/v 

~'(/£,c)-- f du(1-x~-/~)u-'exp(-u2V)+(x/£'/',"-2")/2fdu(1-u "~u -'/2 x-aTv,,] exp[ - u(x/£1/~) 2v- 1] 

1 xl¢l/* 

¢t 2~ 

fl(q) = 
N 

qq: Z r(Dln'lmelq(a'"-lt'-)) + ( N , -  1)(D'"'2me"'~a'"-a"))] 
n , m  = 1 

N 

~, [(eiq.IR,.-a,.~) + (Np - 1)(e ~'(a'"-a''))] 
n , m  = 1 

(129) 

(125b) 

and 
XKI/v KI/v 

-K~7~)e- + f d u ( 1 - ~ ) e x p [ - u ( x / £ 1 / ~ )  2v- 

~l/2v XKI/v 

(125c) 

Here/£2= ~N2V and x = Nc/N. The dilute and con- 
centrated solution limits can be obtained from equa- 
tion (125) by letting x = 1 and x =(l/N), respectively. 
For example, equation (125) with x = 1 is identical to 
equation (117) with x = 1/N. 

From the small-q limit of equation (125) we obtain 
the concentration dependent diffusion coefficient in the 
Zimm limit as: 

2 ,_vF(1 x )  O(cl= ,/ ,oaNVX L \ l - v  + 

(126) 

where Np is the number of chains in the solution. The 
second sum in both the numerator and denominator of 
equation (129) involves the distribution of the vector 
distance between monomers belonging to two different 
chains designated by 1 and 2 in the subscripts of R1, 
and R2m. Due to the difficulty in modelling this 
distribution, Akcasu and Benmouna 48 approximated 
the distance IRI,-R2ml by the distance between the 
centre of masses of the two polymers, i.e. IR 1 -Rzl.  
They modelled the intermolecular interaction by a 
hard sphere potential with a radius S which is 
expressed in terms of the second virial coefficient 14. 
This simplifying assumption is justified away from the 
0-temperature where interpenetration of molecules is 
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less significant due to excluded volume interaction. 
Considering the small-q limit of equation (129) they 
calculated the concentration dependence of O(T,e) in 
the dilute region as: 

D(T,c) = D(T,O)[1 + cko] (130) 

In ~(q, t)  vs. time for each value of q used in the 
experiment. Our method of interpretation consists of 
fitting a theoretical shape function f(~t,qa,qRg, B) to the 
experimental data by adjusting ~, B and a or Ro, and 
then comparing the experimental fl(q) with its thoreti- 
cal expression. 

where D(T,0) is given by equation (118), c is the 
concentration in volume fraction with a volume 
(4rcR3/3) per polymer molecule, and k o is given by: 

ko(T,N) = (S/R.)Z[8('S/Rn)- 6] (131) 

Here RH is related to D(T,0) by equation (121). Among 
other things, equation (131) showed that ko changes 
sign when S=  0"75Rn, implying that D(T,c) decreases 
with concentration in poor solvents and increases in 
good solvents. The above theoretical analysis will be 
extended to 0-conditions, and compared with experi- 
ment in a separate paper 49. 

INTERPRETATION OF SCATTERING 
EXPERIMENTS 

light scattering experiments 

Quasielastic light scattering experiments were carried 
out with a full-photon counting Rayleigh spectro- 
meter 5°. A 4880A line from a M - I o n  laser was used as 
the light source. Momentum transfer q is selected 
through scattering angle, 0. In this case, 0 ranges from 
about 10 ° to 150 ° through goniometer arrangement. 

A polystyrene sample of 48 x 106 from Japan 
Synthetic Rubber Company with Mw/M, ~ 1.3 was 
kindly given to us by Professor J. Ferry from the 
University of Wisconsin. Toluene was used as the 
solvent with a polymer concentration of 0"22 mglml-1 
This concentration is much lower than the con- 
centration c* of semidilute region. All experiments 
were carried out at room temperature, T= 23°C. 

Since homodyne beating configuration was used, the 
normalized scattering function Y(q,T) is obtained 
from the normalized experimental photon correlation 
function, C(q,T) through 

=~,~2(q,z) = C(q,z) - 1 

where fl is related to the efficiency and was treated as' 
an adjustable parameter. This introduces an extra 
parameter as a constant in all the following analyses, 
but will not be mentioned again for the sake of 
convenience. For a weak scattering polymer system,/3 
is usually around 0.1, therefore, one would expect a 
noise level of at least 1~o in g(q,t) for a measure- 
ment of AC/C~2  x 10 -3. In many cases, the noise-to- 
signal ratio is worse than 1~o. The experimental results 
will be presented in the following section as part of the 
data analysis. 

InterPretation of the data 

We assume that g(q , t )  is measured by light 
scattering as explained above, or by neutron scattering 
with spin-echo tehnique, and the results presented as 

light scattering. In the light scattering experiments qa 
is much less than unity so that the only relevant 
characteristic size of the chain is R o. For such small 
values of qa the shape function is insensitive to the 
values of the draining parameter (see equation 87 and 
the subsequent discussions) and N. In fact it depends 
only on z = ~t  and x = qR o for finite x and N >> 1 and 
qa < 1. Indeed, substituting t = z/f~ and taking the limit 
of N~o~  with fixed x=qR o, we obtain Y(q,t) from 
equation (71) as function of x and r: 

1 /2  fd,e< & ,,+ 
0 

1 /2  

1 ~cos21tky ( 1 - e x p {  21tk2(dx  cos2nkx 

0 

(133a) 

where P(x) is defined in equation (47b) and: 

F(x) - P-  l(~)[Io(x2/4)exp( - x2/4)] (133b) 

We may cast equation (133a) into a more convenient 
form by replacing the k summation by an integral with 
the trapezoidal approximation: 

K 2 

Y(q' t):[x2P(~c)]- ' f  d u e x p [ - u (  1-~u--~" j j 
0 

(133c) 

where 
ao 

h(u,t<2) --- dx ~ [  

0 

(133d) 

one can verify as a check that d g(q,t)/dz = - 1 is 
satisfied by both expressions. We observe from equa- 
tion (133c) that Y(q,t)  approaches its asymptotic 
behaviour in the intermediate-q region (see equation 
82) when x~oo.  The large-time behaviour of Y(q,t) 
readily follows from equation (133a) as: 

Y(q,t) = P - 1 (~c)e- ~2/3e - ~ /F~)  ( l  33e) 

which represents the decay of the translational dif- 
fusion mode (compare equation 133e to the first term 
in equation 43). In obtaining equation (133e) we have 
used26: 
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coskx n2 rtx X 2 k__L ~ = ~ - - T + ~ -  (0<x<2~) 

The draining parameter drops out as a result of the 
limit N--* oo. It is interesting to point out that F(x) 
defined in equation (133b) is the ratio of the initial 
slope to the decay constant of the diffusive mode for a 
single Gaussian closed chain in a 0-solvent, i.e. F(x) 
-~(q)/Dringq 2 where £~(q) is given in equation (72b). 
This ratio for an open chain both in good and 
0-solvents is given in equation (134). 

We have plotted the variation of the shape function 
flY]t, qRg)--ln ~'(q,t) in Figure 4 using equation (71) 
directly with B=0.38 and N =  101. These values of B 
and N have no significance because the results are 
insensitive to them provided that N >> 1. We observe 
that the shape function attains its asymptotic form 
very closely when qRg/>4.35. For values of qRg larger 
than 4-35, we may switch to the infinite chain shape 
function in the intermediate-q region, which is pre- 
sented in Figure 7. For the smaller values of qRg, the 
curves presented in Figure 4 or the corresponding 
analytical formulas given in equation (133) provide an 
interpolation between the above asymptotic behaviour 
and the straight line reached as qRg--*O. This pro- 
cedure enables us to interpret the data in this tran- 
sition as well as in the asymptotic regions. 

In order to determine f~(q) and Rg simultaneously by 
fitting fly]t,qRg) to the experimental points, we suggest 
the following iteration procedure. 

(i) Fit a polynomial of the form: 

fly]t,qRg) = - (y]t)[1 + A a(y]t) + A2(Y]t) 2 + . . . ]  

to In ._Qa(q,t) data (or any cumulant fit) and obtain Y](q) 
as a function of q, as a first estimate. Our experience 
show that a polynomial of fifth order is needed to 
increase the accuracy of this estimate when qRg ~ 4. We 
mention in passing that the expansion coefficients in 
this polynomial are related to the higher cumulants. 
We also note that we do not use any a priori 
knowledge of the shape function in this step; 

(ii) In order to estimate Rg, compare the experimen- 
tal f~(q) obtain in (i) with an appropriate theoretical 
expression of Y](q) corresponding to the conditions of 
the experiment and the chain model adopted to 
describe the actual polymer molecule. These theoretical 
formulae have been presented in above. In our experi- 
ment, we treated toluene as a good solvent and used 
equation (117) with N~= 1. In the limit of qa--*O, 
equation (117) reduces to 

/1-v 
f~(q) (1 -v ) (2 -v )  c \ 2 v ~ _ _  \ 2 v  ] 

to) 
(134) 

where 

~:~= (1/3)(1 + v)(1 + 2v)q2R~v) (135a) 

b _ T  
D(v)-rl?;~v){n(l-v)(2-v)[3n(l-o--g,- +v){l + 2v)]'/z} - '  

(135b) 

Rg(v)=aN~[2(1 +v)(1 +2v)] -1/2 (135c) 

and where ?(/t,x) denotes incomplete gamma function 
defined by: 

X 

7(l~,X) = f dt tu- l e-t 
o 

We note that (134) yields ~(q) also in 0 condition with 
v = 1/2. For solvents in between for which 1 < N, < N 
one must use the original equation (117) with x =NJN. 

The Y](q) in equation (134) depends only on Rg when 
the temperature and viscosity of the solvent are given. 
By fitting equation (134) to the measured Y](q), one 
obtains a first estimate of Rg. This procedure makes use 
of all the experimental points to extract R,. 

(iii) The accuracy of the first estimate of Y](q) can be 
improved by fitting the experimental Y(q,t) for 
each q, to the theoretical J(q , t )= exp[f(y]t,qRo)] in 
equation (133). In this curve litting procedure we use in 
fly]t,qRo) the first estimate of R o obtained in (ii), and 
treat Y](q) as an adjustable parameter. The new im- 
proved value of Y](q) is then used in (ii) to obtain an 
improved estimate for R o. The use of closed chain 
results to predict the shape function in the transition 
region is perhaps somewhat crude, but at present we 
do not have a tractable expression for Y(q,t) for 
open chains in the Rouse-Zimm model (see equation 
67). By way of justifying the use of equation (133), we 
mention that the closed chain shape function ap- 
proaches to the asymptotic behaviour for an infinite 
chain given by equation (82) closely when qR o ~ 4-35, 
and exactly when qRg--, oo. It also reproduces the 
single exponential decay as qRo~O. 

Figure 12 shows the experimental values of 
In Y(q,t) as function of £~(q)t, and the corresponding 
theoretical shape functions for the q-values used in the 
experiment. The Y](q) values used for qRg.~3"23 were 
obtained after the first iteration, i.e. after step (ii). We 
note that all of the data points for (9/>23 ° fall on top 
of each other within experimental accuracy indicating 
that asymptotic intermediate-q behaviour has already 

00  
~ .  e qRg 

o- 120 ° 13 84 
b~&~ ~ 90 ° 1126 

"~--r~o_ o 23 ° 3"23 

-1 2 ~ ~ ~ ' ; R ~ g  
r, , , , 7166 

0"0 0"4 0'8 1'2 1"6 
Qt 

Figure 12 Experimental values of In ~ ( q ,  t) as a function of (&qr) 
for various scattering angles 0 for polystyrene in toluene 

u) 
_c -0,8 
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Figure 13 Comparison of  the experimental and theoretical values 
of ~2(q). Polystyrene M = 48 x 106 in to luene; R = 1.1 x 10 - 4  cm; 
Fig = 4.14 x 10 - 5  cm 

been reached. The solid curve marked (R -Z ,N~  oo) 
denotes this asymptotic limit as calculated from 
equation (82) (see also Figure 7). The dashed curve was 
obtained from equations (71) and (72) with qRg=4.35. 
The data points corresponding to qRg = 2.68 and 1.66 
are plotted using f~(q) as calculated from the poly- 
nomial fit in the zeroth iteration, i.e. after step (i). We 
also plotted the shape function calculated from equa- 
tions (71) and (72) with qR o = 1-66, for comparison. The 
values of f~(q) at these q values have not been adjusted 
to match the experimental points and the above shape 
function, because we intend to compare the results 
obtained for ~(q) with the polynominal fit and the 
shape function before adjustment. 

Figure 13 compares the experimental and theoretical 
f2(q). The latter was calculated using equation (134) 
with R0=4"14 x 10 -5 cm. Had we had adjusted the 
values of f~(q) for qR o = 2"68, 1-66 and 1-50, the lowest 
three points in this Figure would have been raised 
slightly. This adjustment would have resulted in about 
5-10~ increase in Rg. An independent estimate of the 
radius of gyration for polystyrene with M = 4 8  x 106 
by the procedure of Akcasu and Han 4s is 4.50 x 10- 5 
cm. The agreement is highly satisfactory particularly in 
view of the fact that our experiment was not originally 
designed to measure Rg accurately. Our interest was to 
demonstrate how a light scattering experiment can be 
interpreted even in the transition region where the 
asymptotic laws are not valid. Information about R o is 
contained in the q region where the f~(q) vs. q curve 
bends towards its horizontal asymptote. We would 
measure Y(q,t) in the latter region if the primary 
purpose of the experiment had been to determine Rg 
accurately. 

Neutron scattering 

The interpretation of neutron scattering experiments 
follows the same procedure as outlined above for light 
scattering. In (i) we obtain the first estimate of f~(q) 
again by a polynomial fit to In Y(q,t)  data. In (ii) we 
compare the experimental and theoretical ~(q) to 
determine the effective segment length a and the 
associated draining parameter B. For dilute solutions 

in the good solvent limit, equation (117) yields with K z 
~ and x = 1/N: 

B ~(v-1)/2v • F 1 - v  1 - v  ct 
o,q, 
q2Dm - 

(136) 

where ~t = qZaZ/6, and F(x) is the complete gamma 
function. This expression is valid under 0-conditions 
also with v = 1/2. Figures 10 and 11 show the variation 
of f~(q) with qa for several values of B. We note that 
f~(q) depends only on a and B when kBT and r/o are 
known. Hence, with a two-parameter curve-fitting 
procedure to the experimental f~(q) one obtains the 
first estimates for a and B. In step (iii) we improve the 
values of ~(q) by comparing the experimental 
lng(q, t )  and the theoretical shape function calcu- 
lated from equation (73) using the first estimates of a 
and B. Finally, we update the values of a and B 
repeating step (ii). Figure 7 depicts flf~t,qa,B) with B 
= 0"38, as an example. The asymptotic behaviour given 
in equation (82) persists for all qa ~< t. For these values 
of qa, the shape function depends only on (f~t), and 
hence, the iteration procedure described above may be 
skipped when qa ,~ 1 holds. 

It should be emphasized that the spring-bead model 
is bound to fail for large values of qa where the details, 
such as the bond-length, bond-angle constraints, steric 
hinderances, play an important role. We have pre- 
sented freely-jointed chain models for calculating f~(q) 
in step (ii), as a somewhat improved model in the sense 
that the stiffness effects are taken into account at least 
qualitatively in terms of a fixed bond length b. Clearly 
more realistic models are needed to interpret neutron 
scattering data for such large-q values. But it is still 
interesting to investigate the predictions of these 
models, and to see how far they are able to explain the 
trends in the experimental data with adjustable 
parameters a (or b) and B. 

In spite of these difficulties in their interpretation, 
the neutron scattering experiments in the upper 
transition region where qa approaches unity, have the 
potential of providing information on the effective 
bond length and the associated friction coefficient per 
segment (or draining parameter), and as such are 
interesting both from theoretical and experimental 
point of view. 

DISCUSSION 

In this paper we presented a method of interpretation 
of light and neutron scattering experiments in terms of 
the initial slope f~(q) of the normalized intermediate 
scattering function, Y(q,t). The reason for choosing 
f2(q), which is also called the first cumulant of Y(q,t), 
as a basis for the interpretation of data is that it can 
be calculated as a function of temperature and con- 
centration of the solution, for all values of q, even in 
cases where g(q,t)  itself is not calculable. 
Furthermore, f~(q) contains information about the chain 
parameters such as the effective bond length, friction 
coefficient per segment, and radius of gyration. The 
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main shor tcoming of  the proposed method of  in- 
terpretat ion is that  fl(q) is determined from ~'(q, t )  
da ta  using a shape function which is calculated for a 
single unperturbed Gaussian chain. The crucial assum- 
ption here is that  the shape function is less sensitive 
than f~(q), to  temperature and concentra t ion effects. 
Until an accurate theoretical calculation of ~.99(q,t) 
including temperature and concentra t ion effects 
becomes possible, the proposed procedure may serve 
as a reasonable interim method of interpretat ion of  
scattering experiments. It  is emphasized, however, that  
the above assumption is needed only in determining 
Q(q) experimentally f rom JC~(q,t) data,  and thus 
affects only the accuracy of  the measurement  of  Q(q). 
Neither  the meaning nor  the theoretical evaluat ion of  
f~(q) relies on this assumption. The use of an a priori 
known  shape function provides a better accuracy than 
the polynomial  or  cumulant  fit to  extract f~(q) f rom the 
experimental data. 

The concentra t ion and temperature effects on ~(q) 
are taken into account  by modelling ~o(Rij), i.e. the 
equilibrium distribution of  the vector distance between 
the ith and the j th  monomers ,  using blob model  of  
chain statistics. However,  the expression 

fl(q)= 
(p'p> 

for fl(q) is quite general, and can accommoda te  other 
equilibrium models for ~0(Ro). The method of in- 
terpretat ion proposed  in this paper is clearly not  based 
on the blob model. Fur thermore,  the dynamical  
opera tor  . ~  is taken to be the K i rkwood-R i seman  
diffusion operator ,  but  other  model  operators  can also 
be used in the calculation of  ~q ) .  

[Refer to note  added in p roof  at the end of  the 
paper.]  
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A P P E N D I X  A 

Derivation o f  equation (29) 
Since the x-axis is parallel to  q, ( v ~ , p )  is given by 

+oo 
N N f / 3" ,,i/2 . 

(Vm, p )=  j=,k=2 ~ l - - I  d x l 2 ~ a  ) e-(3"d~"'~'v=,(1) e'qe'x 

- o ~  

(A.1) 

where rink(x) is given by (26). The crucial integral 
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needed in (A1) is: 

q-of) 

f dx H,.(x) e x p [ -  x 2 + io~x] = (ioomv/~ exp( -  ~/4)  

- o o  

(A.2) 

which can be proven by combining 7.388.1 and 7.388.3 
on p. 840 of ref 26. Substitution of (26) and (A2) imo 
(A1) yields: 

N N 
(v,,,p) = ~ 1-I (mk!2"')-1/2(iqax/2~kQjk)m* e-(q'a=/6~')g]~ 

j = l k = 2  

(A.3) 

and 

N-1 F2r~ ] { (N-1) , i fn+s=mN,  m=O,+_l,... ~ | = 
k=f°SL~-(n+-s)k - 1 ,  otherwise 

(B.5) 

we obtain after several steps: 

2Wt 
tO,(t)= O,(t) N (B.6) 

where q~,(t) is given in equation (48b). Note that the second 
term in (B6) removes the factor 
exp[-D, ,q2t /N] when (B6) is substituted into 
equation (44), and (48a) follows. 

This leads to 

I < v = , p > l  = = 

N N 1 / , ~ 2 a 2  \ m  F . 2 a 2  -I 

j 

(A.4) 

(29) is obtained from (A4) by allowing the matrix 
elements of Q~k to be complex as in the case of a ring 
polymer. 

In order to obtain (30) from (27) we only need to 
observe the following identity for arbitrary (Z~ ... .  ZN): 

I]  (Z,)',/m: =. 
m ...... raN= 0 1= 1 ~" Z l  

(A.5) 

APPENDIX B 
Ring polymer calculations 

The crucial step in obtaining equation (44) is to 
show that 

e-'*~-~')=N e-~eo(O+2 1 - - ~  e -=e'(0 

J. t=l L s=l\ ~v } d 
(B.I) 

where %(0 is given in equation (45b). Verifying that ~o, 
=q~_~ and ~O,+kN--~O, for k=O,+_ 1,...  we can prove: 

~ ' ( 1  s \  1N-~ 
,=1,, - N ) e - ~ ' -  ~,~le-~O,= (B.2) 

When N--  2K + 1, the second term is equal to EKexp[ 
S 

[ - ~ % ] ,  and equation (44) follows. 
The form in equation (48) is obtained by first 

verifying: 

0 f W t  ~ 1 ~=,~ to,(t) = tO,( ) + I -i-e- ~ 2., eX c°e2"km)c°s(2nks/N) (B.3) 
OX INk= 1 

0 

Then, using: 
+ 0 0  

exp[xcosz]= ~ l,(x)cosnz (B.4) 
i 1 = - ~  

APPENDIX C 
Summation formulae 

Some of the following summation formulae have 
been used in the text: 

1 m= ,~'sin2(msn/N) (_lsl'~N], 
~-/_,:in=(m./2N)=N 1 Isl=0,1 . . . . .  N 

(cA) 

1 ~ '  sin2(msn/N) f l  st~ 
~-~ z~=xcos~(mr~/Rg) = s~ --~), Isl=0,1 . . . . .  g 

(C.2) 

1 ~'sin2(msrt/N) fl-IslX~ 
~2~=, sJn2(mn/N) = ISl ! k N]' N=0,1 . . . . .  N 

(C.3) 

1 ~-=,'sina(msn/2M) I V . . / l _ l S l ~ _  
2-Mm2"=l sin2(mrc/2M) =2LISl~ 2M] 

sinZ(srr/2)] 
~-~ j, N=0,1, . . . ,  2M 

(C.4) 

N-I  
I(N) = ~ sin-2(mn/N)=(N 2 - 1)/3 

m = l  
(C.5) 

1 mT~ ,"  [cos(s cos(, 1 m'1' 
2_N X-, i s  2"= _ sin=(nm/2N) 2J N J =ls-tl, 

s,t = 1,2 . . . . .  N (C.6) 

The formula (C1) follows from the more general identity 

1 ~,lsin(msrc/N) sin(mtr~/N) 
27Vm~_1 - sin2(mrc/2N) - - =  

Is + t l -  Is-  tl st 
2 N' s,t = 1,2 . . . . .  N (C.7) 

We found equation (C7) accidentally while inverting 
the following (N - 1) x (N - 1) matrix: 
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B ~ 

2 - 1 ,  0 ] D = D o - D  ~ where 

- 2 ,  - 

" " '2 "2 1 0 " x  
" and - 1  2 

we find* directly that (B- 1)j k = k[ 1 - (fiN)] for j > k and 
jl-1 -(k/N)]  for j < k. On=the other hand, (B__-l)ik ~an also 
be calculated by first finding the eigenvectors and eigen- 
values of B_ Equating these two results we establish (C7). 

(C2) foll-6ws from (C1) trivially, (C3) is obtained by 
adding (C1) and (C2). (C4) is verified by letting N = 2M in 
(C3). (C5) can be proven by first showing that I(2K) = K 2 
+ I(K) for all positive integer values of K, and then finding 
the solution. To show the above functional equation, let N 
= 2K in (C5), separate odd and even summations, and use 
(C1) with s = K  to obtain the sum over odd terms. The 
proof of (C6) is based on (C4). 

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 

~'(q, t)  decays exponentially in the small-q region with 
a decay constant q2D where D is the translational 
diffusion coefficient. In light scattering in this q-region, 
the experimental time interval is adjusted such that 
q2Dt ranges approximately from 0.054).1 to 4-5, and 
y (q,t) decays appreciably but yet still above the noise 
level. Hence, we let q--*0 and t ~  0o keeping q2t fixed 
(Morkov Limit ~6) in the Langevin equation (14) in 
order to calculate the diffusion coefficient. The result is 

* This form of B - 1 was pointed out to us by Professors E. 
Ozizmir and K. l-~re at Richmond College, Staten Island, NY, USA. 

D O = limf~(q)/q 2 
q~O 

oo 

D , =  lim 1 I duq~(q,u) 
q-"oq J 

0 

It is shown 1°'42 that D O corresponds to 
Kirkwood's approximation 14 of the diffusion 
coefficient. Fixman 52 has pointed out to us that Do, in 
as much as it is obtained from the initial slope ~(q), 
corresponds to the short-time diffusion coefficient that 
does not take into account the coupling between the 
internal and centre of mass motions of the polymer 
molecule. The correction DI/D o arising from this 
coupling has been estimated 52,53 not to be more than 
1.4~o for flexible chains. In the text of this paper, no 
distinction is made between D O and D~. The difference 
between D O and D 1 leads to a correction in the 
extraction of Q(q) from Y(q, t)  data through a known 
shape function, f(q,z). The latter was calculated in the 
text using the exact expression of ~ (q,t) for an 
unperturbed closed chain with preaveraged Oseen 
tensor. Since D1 vanishes exactly in this case (to be 
shown elsewhere), f~(q,z)~- z as qRg~O (see Figure 4). 
The correct shape function for an open chain, which is 
not available analytically as a function of q at present, 
should approach fo(q,z)~-(D/Do)z as qRg~O. Since 
f~(q,z) and fo(q,z) become identical in the intermediate 
and large q-regions, as demonstrated in the text, no 
correction is needed in extracting f~(q) from Y(q,t)- 
data in these q-regions. 
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